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High over the peaks of the Cascades and the Rockies, Northwest Airlines'

luxurious Electras wing their way, trip after trip, day after day. Recently

honored with a medal from the National Safety Council, Northwest may
well be proud of its splendid record of achievement.

Soon eight new Super Electras, each powered by two Hornet engines,

will join the fleet, adding new standards of performance. Then, as now,

every passenger mile on the line will be flown with Pratt& Whitney engines.

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT, EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION



A Comment on the Increase in Its Use
Manufacturing facilities for SummeriD Aircraft Tubing have had to be

greatly expended. Each month establishes a new production peak.

The expansion program definitely assures responsive, dependable mill

service.

By facilities, Summerill means not only equipment but a trained man-

power for inspection . . . for the extra operations which produce tubing

oxide-free . . . and for research specifically in the field of aviation.

Continued in the program is this company's willingness, first announced

in October 1936, to provide 85,000 lbs. psi minimum yield point under

standard practice.

SUM/.1V11: 1 \nlii'u'uiy i APANY

TRUSTWORTHY E: CAL EQUIPMENT

Scarcely a part goes into modern aircraft that does
not, somewhere along the line, depend upon elec-

trical equipment to assure speclned performance

Many of the metal alloys that have added so much to

aircraft design and trustworthiness owe their very be-
ginnings to electric furnaces and electric heat treating.
Manufacturing these alloys, and tran.sforming them
into structunii forms, gears and ocher parts that meet
the most rigid .specifications, requires instruments to

chart and control every step in the process.

In tite development of better materials for aircraft con-
struction and in improving methods of fabrication,
Westinghoiisc electriatl equipment has played a lead-

ing part. It was Westinghouse, for example, that de-
veloped the controls which made practical advanced
types of welding equipment now being used to fabricate

the newer alloys into lighter, stronger wings and hull.

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.
East Pittsburgh, Pa. jusk

Westinghouse



nvvd Six l*oint Safoti/

JENKINS RUBBER CAPLESS
TIRE VALVE *"

profin-sa of tranaportaliori

1 — Slaiiilebs sleel spriug, lasling for

life of valve 2- -Self-cleaning, chro-

miuniplaled brass valve plug. PosU
live closing. Absolulcly tight.

3— Flexible rubber stem. Cannot

break off, 4—Non-removable valve

head. No cap. Dirt or water cannot

enter, S— Brass insert. Reinforces

and proleels valve scat, valve plug
and spring from all landing and
take-off stress. 6 — Smooth rubber

seat. Resists heat and oil. Cannot
score or scratch valve plug. Instant,

absolutely tight Hosing. Guaranteed

leakproof.

Tire Itufety is complete only with this new contribu-K lion to aviation progress— the Jenkins Ruhitcr rati-
less Tire Valve. Old-fashioned lire valves are a danger ptiiiit
in holh landing and take-off. Unyielding metal stems often
break off or tear the tube under llie stress of ground con-
tact. Parts that corrode and leak need frequent replacement.

The Jeukius Rubber Ctipless Tire Valve has no re-
placeable parts, no caps to lose. Di rt aitd water raiiiiot enter.
Guaranteed to outlast the lube.

If landing stress causes tube to creep irilhin casing, the
flex,hie rubber stem recedes through rim hole, ^ojamming and

no rippingfrom tube to cause,

dangerous loss of control.

A six passenger amphibion with landplane performance for private,

commercial or military transport.

Product of an organization with seven years' experience in the design

and production of fighters and amphibions for the United States Navy.

GRUMMAN AIRCRAFT ENGINEERING CORP.
Bethpage, Long Island, N e York
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SPERRY GYROPILOT
Nineteen leading air lines serving important cities throughout

the world provide their passengers with the added safely and

comfort of smooth, automatically controlled flight.

The 1937 Sperry Gyropilot is the result of unintenupted

study and research covering more than twenty years.

SPERRY GYROSCOPE CO., INC.
BROOKLYN NEW YORK

the Skyways

the World
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One doesn’t think or say—"I believe," "I hope" or "I

guess" when considering the ever-vital subject ot land-

ing gear equipment. The ability of Bendix Pneudraulic

Shock Struts, Wheels and Brakes to cushion the im-

pact shocks of landing— to absorb the lesser bumps of

taxi-ing — to provide sure and smooth deceleration— is

unquestioned. It is almost mathematically predictable.

BENDIX PRODUCTS CORPORATION

BENDIX
AIRPLANE WHEELS • BRAKES • PILOT SEATS • PNEUDRAULIC SHOCK STRUTS



Aviation for July, m/

Trans-Atlantic Preview

A YEAR AGO we Went to Bermuda. We sailed from
Xew York at three o’clock of a Saturday afternoon

and by ten on tile following Monday morning we lay

alongside of the wharf in Hamilton Harbor. Elapsed
time; 43 hours.

A week ago we went to Bermuda again. We sailed

from New York shortly after ten o’clock of a Tuesday
morning and a few minutes after half-past three on

the same afternoon we picked up our moorings in

Hamilton Harbor. Elapsed time: S hours, 20 minutes.

Progress, or something!—and, at the same time, an

opportunity to get a foretaste of trans-Atlantic air travel,

for it was our privilege to take part in the first pas-

senger flights between New York and Bermuda on

board the Bennuda Clipper on June 8-9. On page 24

of this issue will be found some pictures, and a brief

account of the expedition,

B>' and large, it was one of the most interesting

flighl.s we have ever made, chiefly because of the quiet

efficiency and the obviously excellent air- and seaman-

ship with which it was carried out. In every depart-

ment, the Clipper functioned with the smoothness that

mark.'! the training and discipline of a modem battle-

ship. Every man, from the Skipper down to the Cabin

Steward, bad a job to do, and did it well. Every

detail of the ship's operation was accurately known
during every minute of the flight

;
altitude, speed, posi-

tion, power output, fuel consumption, fuel on board,

and a hundred and one other items were continuously

checked and recorded. We have made other over-

water flights with Pan American, and we have always

been impressed by its operating methods. They cannot

be matched anywhere in the world.

The preliminary flights of PAA’s Bennuda Clipper,

and Imperial's Cavalier between New York and Ber-

muda have been remarkable, not so much in them-

selves. but in what they portend. Fortunately, there is

enough travel between the two islands to offer some

commercial justification for operating airplanes over

that route, hut it is no news to anyone that the ultimate

objective is trans-Atlantic service. Bermuda is only one

jump toward Europe, and toward the conquest of the

last, and most difftcult link in the chain of round-the-

But some real competition is developing in the

North Atlantic. Germany put up a perfectly swell

show with her catapulted flights of last year, and now

has ready a new and larger airplane for similar service

this summer. Rumors from France point toward plans

for a service with flying boats, and it is not unlikely

that recent visits of certain gentlemen from Holland



might well be connected witli KLM’s ambitions for

In the face of all this activity Pan American and

Imperial have done well in starting their Bermuda

services, and it is to he hoped that they will proceed

with as little delay as possible in extending the route

through to Europe- Obviously it can’t be done with-

out the assistance and the cooperation of the two gov-

ernments involved. We earnestly hope that all differ-

ences of policy and of opinion will be speedily settled.

for it seems eminently fitting and proper that the two

English speaking nations who have the biggest stake

in the North Atlantic should develop and should con-

trol its intercontinental air routes.

Please, Mr. Gray—

!

BeSORE CllARGlNC CS WITH MURDER, as YOU did Oil page

604 of your estimable magazine dated May 19, get

your facts straight! Murder is a rather serious offense

in most civilized countries (at least in times of peace),

and before bringing in an indictment it is a good idea

to base accusations on fact rather than fancy. Yet

when you say that “the Hindenburg was built in the

hope of using helium, but the helium was refused hy the

U.S. Senate and the people in the Hindenburg were

killed because of Ikal prohibition" you are definitely

out of bounds again.

True, of course, that, for the time being at least,

the United States is in a fortunate position with

regards to the supply of helium. True, also, that there

are legal limitations placed upon the exportation of the

gas. No evidence is available, however, to indicate

that Gennany ever attempted to purchase helium and

was refused. In fact, it is definitely known that both

Presidents Hoover and Roosevelt have expressed

themselves in the past as willing to negotiate the sale

of helium to Germany for use in commercial airships-

There were, and still are, in fact, economic and physical

difficulties in the way of selling large quantities of the

gas abroad, and such things, undoubtedly, had consid-

erable influence in Germany’s decision to risk the use

of hydrogen. But, in view of the facts, it seems

scarcely cricket to charge us directly with the responsi-

bility for the Hindenburg tragedy.

To Show or Not to Show?—
That is a gUESTiox that has been agitating a good

many people in the industry of late. Two or three

years ago aircraft shows were in decided disrepute, but

several successful exhibits, both east and west, in the

past two years, have renewed interest all along the line.

In order to sound out industry opinion, Aviation

recently circulated a questionnaire covering a few perti-

nent problems about the whole show business. .As no

one was asked to sign his name to his reply, an oppor-

tunity was given for the industry to take its hair down.

The final scores are not all in yet, but we have

enough replies at hand to point up a lew trends in a

preliminary way. So far. 103 individuals have seen

fit to send in their opinions. They represent 24 air-

plane manufacturers, 9 engine builders, 57 accessory

people, and 13 miscellaneous personages, a fairly repre-

•sentative cross-section of the whole industry.

Most of them (87) definitely want aircraft shows.

.A big majority (91) believe that shows sliould be of

a national character rather than confined to local dis-

tributors. One good show a year seems to be favored,

as only 22 spoke for two or more shows annually. The
first part of the year seems to be the acceptable time,

with February and March predominating.

.As for location, it is evident that most people want

shows in their own particular neck of the woods. So

far. no section has been predominantly favored.

Sizing up show experience—27 people thought they

were highly desirable, but only 9 admittetl that they

had been financially profitable; 64 thought their chief

mlue was iu promotion only; 27 thought results were

indifferent. Tiiree people said they were definitely dis-

advantageous to their business, and 18 summed them

up as "a pain in the neck."

Public education, contact with prospects, the build-

ing of good-will, and the general advertising of prod-

ucts, seemed to be the predominant reasons (in the

order given) for holding aircraft shows. Only ten

people thought that shows were of value for the direct

sale of their products.

Many of the remarks that accompanied the ques-

tionnaires were interesting and covered a wide range of

complaints and suggestions. Several manufacturers

thought that the first couple of days of a show should

lie confined to the industry only, for business purposes,

after which the exhibit could be thrown open to the

public- Some complained bitterly about high costs for

union labor in installing exhibits. A protest against

shows staged by promotors outside the industry was

voiced, and the suggestion was made that if national

aircraft shows are to be productive of good to the

industry, they should be staged and managed by the

industry on a nn-profit basis. Consensus of opinion was
that recent .shows Imd been well handled and the

recent move toward centralizing the show question in

the Show Committee of the Aeronautical Chamber of

Commerce was mentioned favorably a number of limes.

Although, as pointed out above, opinion on show loca-

tion varied ividely, there were a number of suggestions

that a definite plan for rotation be adopted. Also it

seemed important to some that shows be held adjacent

to flying fields.

This, so far. is the industry’s opinion of aircraft

shows. When complete returns are in, a detailed break-

flowii of the replies will be made available.

Camera’s Eye on the News



IL at ID
The latest demonstration of instru-

ment landing (IL) equipment, the

Lorenz system at Indianapolis (ID)

By Donald G. Fink
Manaumg Editor, Bleetronici

I
NSTRUMENT LANDING got its fitSt

serious try-out in this country in

IV33. when the Bureau of Standards

system was instahed for test purposes

at Newark- Since that time much
water has down past Newark but in-

strument landing, as an adjunct to

commercial operations, is not yet with

us. The inference is that blind-

landing systems are still ‘'buggy", not

reliable or simple enough for every-

So when the International Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company an-

nounced that it had imported from its

German subsidiary, C. Lorenz, A- G.

of Berlin, a complete instrument land-

ing system and was prepared to

demonstrate it at the Indianapolis

Municipal Airport, the message fell

upon a waiting world. On May I4lh

and 15th, the demonstration days,

nearly everyone interested in radio

aids to navigation was present or had
operatives at work. One planeload

of notables came up from Washington

via American Airlines; others con-

verged from all points. During the

festivities WIRE of Indianapolis

staged a broadcast, in which par-

ticipated Sherman Minton, U. S.

Senator from Indiana, Col. Frank

Page of the I.T.StT., Gould Beard
of American Airlines, the pilot of the

test plane, Fowler Barker of the Air

Transport Association, Nish Dienhart

of the Indianapolis Airport. }. H.
MacDuffy redoutable private flyer and

president of Prestolite Corp., Bill

Jackson, Chief of the Radio Develop-

ment Section of the Bureau of Air
Commerce, and Dr. E. Kramar. the

inventor of the Lorenz system. Ironi-

cally, at the end of the demonstration
on Friday, the low ceilings on the

route east prevented the Washington
iTowd from taking off for the return

trip. Leaving at 5 a.m, the next morn-
ing the notables were heard to remark
that the delay was an excellent object

lesson on the need of instrument-land-

ing facilities, which would permit
completing schedules with much lower

ceilings than at present.

The Lorenz Installation

The equipment for the demonstra-

tion was installed on the north-east

—

south-west run-way of the airport,

it consisted of a main beam trans-

mitter at the north-east end of the

run-way, an "inner marker" trans-

mitter a few hundred yards beyond
the south-west end of the tun-way,

an "outer marker*' transmitter about

two miles from the airport, but in

line with the other two, and finally a

monitoring station in the control

tower, which indicated the operation

of all three transmitters.

In the test plane, a Douglas DC-2
operated by .American Airlines, were

ATIATIOM

the receiver and the course-indica-

tor, the receiver mounted in the com-
partment behind the pilots, and the

indicator on the instrument panel be-

tween the artificial horizon and the

altimeter.

The main transmitter, a 500-walt
outfit operated on 33.3 Me., is housed
in a small building, in front of which
and facing the run-way are three ver-
tical antennas, each one-half wave-
length high. The center of these
three antennas is energised

;
the others

are simply reflectors for establishing

the side-limits of the guide beam. The
outer reflectors, spaced one quarter
wavelength from the center, are
"keyed" by means of a short-circuiting

relay mounted in a small cabinet at

the center of each antenna, producing
an "A” disturbance to the right of the

beam and an "N" to the left,

similar to that used in the radio range
system. On the beam these two
signals merge into a continuous signal.

The main transmitter output is modu-
lated with a llSO-cycle tone. Careful
voltage regulation of the transmitter
and crystal control are used to insure
a signal of constant power and fre-

quency, since inconstant frequency

changes the effect of the reflectors

and the shape of the guide beam,

while changes in power produce er-

rors in the vertical indication of the

guide path indicator.

The outer marker transmitter,

mounted in a small "dog-house", pro-

duces a five-watt signal on 38 Me.,

modulated with a 700-cycle tone,

which is fed to a single horizontal

di-pole antenna and keyed in 4/10-

second dashes. By placing this hori-

zontal di-pole one-half wavelength

above a wire netting, which estab-

lishes the ground plane, a highly di-

rectional signal is sent vertically

upward in a fan-shape pattern, the

plane of the fan being at right angles

to the guide-beam path. The inner

marker transmitter is exactly similar,

except that it is modulated with high

pitched tone (1700-cycles), and is

located at the boundary of the airport,

whereas the outer marker is some 10,-

000 feet from the airport The inner

marker is keyed with 1/15-second

At eacli transmitter is a small recti-

fier which detects the out-going signal,

converting it to a direct-current dot

or dash which is sent along wires to

the monitor station at the control

tower. Flashing lights at this monitor

show the transmission of each dot and

dash from transmitters, A phone-

jack is also provided at the monitor,

so that the signals may be checked by

ear. The synchronism between the

A and N reflection-disturbance is also

checked by ear, or by watching the

lights. This monitor gives the con-

trol tower operator a direct indication

of the operation of the entire ground

system at the airport, so that he can

inform pilots at once if trouble occurs.

The receiver in the plane is fed by

two antennas. One receives the main
heacon .signal on 33.3 Me. The re-

ceiving circuit consists of a radio-

frequency amplifier with automatic

volume control, a detector and an

audio-frequency amplifier, the output

of which is fed to headphones. A
separate detector and antenna is pro-

vided for receiving the marker-beacon

signals on 38 Me. This detector feeds

the 700- and 1700-cycle tones from the

markers to the same audio frequency

amplifier as is used in the main heacon

(Ttm to poor TTi



By
It. Comdr.

P. V. H. Weems
U. S. N. Retired

D EAL) Kcdioiiing is the method

of <1eleniiining a position by

keeping an account, or reckoning, of

the course and distance run from a

previously known position called the

poinJ of departure. Since the com-
pass is tiic most important item of

dead reckoning cciuipiiient, it will be

disciTssed at this point.

Aircraft compasses may be of the

magnetic, the earth inductor, the Sun,

or tile gyroscopic types. The great

myority of aircraft compasses are of

the magiielic type. Irccanse it is the

simpiest, cheapest and easiest to keep

in working order.

Tiie magnetic coiiipass is an instru-

ment hy means of which the direct-

ive force of that great magnet, the

earth, upon a freely suspended needle

is used to determine direction upon

the surface of tlie earth. Tlie pur-

pose of the compass is to show the

course and to measure hearings. Tlie

essentials of a modern aii-craft eom-

A magnetic element which aligns

itself with the earth's magnetic field.

The magnetic element has a sharp

pivot supported by a jewel so that it

is fi'ee to turn under the action of the

earth’s magnetic field. Tliis is direct-

ly contrary to marine practice, where

the pivot is fixed to the bowl anil the

jewel or cup secured to tlie magnetic

element.

A reference mark, or lubber’s line

—which may he referred to the card

to indicate direction.

A bowl, carrying the above assem-

bly, and mounted so that it cannot

turn in aaiinutli. Tlie bowl is filled

with a non-freezing liquid, and as the

liqniil changes volume when the tem-

perature changes, it is necessary In

provide an expansion chamber.

An anti-vibrational suspension sys-

tem is used to reduce the cITect of tlie

airplane’s vibration.

A comliensating device, the neces-

sity for which will he explained later,

is sometimes embodied in the compass

unit and sometimes mminted sepa-

Aperiodic Compass

The aperiodic magnet compass is

one without a “period" that is to say

it returns, after being displaced from

AIR NAVIGATION

Finding
Your Way
in the Air

II. COMPASSES

its equilibrium position, by one direct

movement to the north-pointing posi-

tion, instead of executing a series of

oscillations. Its behavior is, in com-
mon parlance, "dead beat."

The aperiodic compass has no card.

Tlie azimuth degree marks are shown
on a rotatable grid-ring wiiich carries

a set of parallel grid-lines running in

the nortli and soutli direction, and the

pilot steers his course by keeping the

grid-lines parallel to the long north

and south pointers of the magnetic

element. The grid-ring is previously

set for the desired course by releas-

ing a locking arm, turning it till the

degree mark of the course comes

against the forward lubber line, and
then re-locking. Tiic pilot is thus

relieved of any need to remember the

figures of the course he is steering,

and bis head is free to occupy any

po'ition without causing any parallax

error in the reading.

The Compass Error

The most common reasons why the

aeroplane compass does not' indicate

true north are;

1. Magnetic variation.

2. Magnetic deviation,

3. Acceleration errors.

4. Vibration,

pass, if operating perfectly and undis-

turbed by outside forces, will point

to the magnetic north pole. Since the

magnetic pole docs not coincide with

the true north pole, the magnetic meri-

dian thus established docs not coin-

cide with the true meridian. Mag-
netic variation is the name generally

given to the angle between the true

meridian and the magnetic meridian.

Variation differs from place to place

on the surface of the earth.

The compass cannot be corrected

for variation. Therefore, since varia-

tion changes with time and place, it

is imperative for the navigator to

know the variation for the time an<l

place in question, fn general, the va-

riation will not change more tlian

about 2" in a lOfl-mile east-west flight,

and mucli less in a north-south flight-

Tlit value of the variation is given

on maps and charts for the year of

publication, and a statement of the an-

nua! cliange is given so tlial the va-

culated.

Alter this cITect of variation upon

the compass card is clearly under-

stood, it will be found helpful to re-

member the following jingle as a

check upon the direction in which the

variation is applied:

Variation east, magnetic least.

(Meaning less numerically.)

Variation west, magnetic best,

(Meaning more numerically.)

For example, if the variation is S'

east and ie true course is 350', the

magnetic course will be least, or 345’

Maqnitle DeviBOod—The magnetic com-

pass undisturbed by outside influence

points to the magnetic north. In prac-

tice tlie compass is seldom undis-

turbed, but is usually affected by local

magnetism within the plane. The an-

gle by which the compass needle is

deflected from the magnetic meridian

by this local magnetism is known as

the deviation- The deviation varies

with eacli direction in which the aero-

plane is headed, but it can be corrected

30 that the compass will read within

r to 3’ of the proper magnciic bear-

ings. This local magnetism is due

to magnetic induction in hard and soft

iron in the plane and to the magnetic

fields set up by the currents in the

electric wiring. There is usually so

little soft iron in the modem plane

that they are small in amount and

difficult to correct because of their

variableness. Therefore, it is custom-

ary to make no compensation for the

error caused by this type of magnet-

ism in aircraft magnetic compasses.

Deviation due to magnetic fields set

up by current in electric wires form-
erly gave a great deal of trouble, but

with a better understanding of the be-

haviour of these currents this diffi-

culty has been largely eliminated in

modern planes. Alternating current

has no effect on the compass, Direct

current wires may be twisted so as

to neutralize tlie effect of the mag-
netic fields set up. Furtliermore, it Is

generally practicable to keep enough

distance between the generator, mag-
neto, electric wiring and the compass

to ensure that the deviation due to

this cause is greatly reduced; hence

no attempt i- made to compensate.

To compensate for deviation caused

by hard iron, the only kind considered

in compensating an airplane compass,

small bar magnets are placed in re-

ceptacles under tlie compass bowl, both

in the fore-and-aft line and athwart-

ships. The correction is effected by

placing these magnets so that they

give an effect equal and opposite to

that of the iron and steel in the plane.

Tlicse small magnets close to the

needles compensate lai^ disturbances

farther away.
tTiirn to pane 6S)
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Tm^ CORBECT TOOLiKi; for produciioii

of various quantities of airplanes

is somewhat of a problem. I am in-

clined to believe that there is a varieiy

of policies and opinions on the sub-

ject and that throughout the industry

the methods and plans vary consider-

•ibly. There is some over-tooling and

a good deal of insufficient tooling and

planning. However. I know of no

yardstick except the ultimate results in

quality and cost, plus rate of delivery,

if such is a factor. Through careful

cost and experience records, a tool es-

timate curve may be established for

certain quantities and types of air-

planes. Because of the different meth-

ods used by various aircraft com-
panies, I do not believe that a curve

established by one company would be

applicable to all except in a very gen-

Detailed airplane design has a lot

to do with tooling, in fact, an airplane

may be partly designed around avail-

able tools and equipment. Practically

all aircraft companies have some
scheme of fabricating tied up with cer-

tain equipment. One may go in for

large power brakes, another may do
similar work in large presses or spe-

cialize on rolling equipment and still

another may go in very strongly for

extrusions, castings or forgings.

Under the above named conditions, the

equipment is tooled to meet the re-

quirements of design.

From this point on, we may classify

tools in two groups; those required of

necessity, because of need for accu-

Tooling
lor Production
When to tool up and when not to

tool up is a problem that faces

every production man.

By P. N. Jansen
Curtiss'iyright Cerporation, Curtiss Aeroplane Division

racy and interchangeability and the

second group for lowering cost. The
necessary tools should include assem-

bly fixtures for all mating units and
especially those requiring replacement

in service. For one or a small num-
ber of airplanes some fixtures are es-

sential and although they are cheaply

built, they must produce accuracy. For
larger quantities, fixtures should in-

clude labor-saving devices and be made
to stand wear. A high rate of output

will require duplication of the same
fixture or numerous sub-assembly

tools, culminating with a short assem-

bly period in a single final assembly jig.

The second group, for lowering cost,

is more difficult to determine and de-

mands careful study, coupled with

good judgment. In the beginning a

general plan should be worked out in

meetings with Engineering, Tool De-
sign, Factory Manager, Superintend-

ents and General Foremen. At such

meetings it must be decided how far to

go with tooling, and the answer will

depend upon many things, of which

the following are outstanding: the

quantity involved, possibility of repe-

tition orders, equipment in which tools

can be used, capacity to make tools in

the allowed time, ability to acquire

proper personnel, sufficient outside

sources from which tools may be pur-

chased and their ability to make de-

From experience we have found

that machine shop tools can be most
readily determined. Drawings for ma-
chine parts are usually in detail, fairly

accurate and too, machine operations

arc universally standard. Every oper-

ation can be definitely planned before-

hand, tool cost can be quite accurately

estimated and returns on the invest-

ment, both inaccuracy and labor saving,

can be established. Blanking dies are

the next best to evaluate, For each

blanking die, the size and kind of press

can be figured, also the cost of tools.

The time element and final results

can be closely estimated beforehand,

The most difficult and uncertain

part is forming and drawing of metal.

Experience is a great help in prepar-

ing tools for such work, but even then

there usually is a tryout stage which

sometimes means changes in tools, ma-

terial and design before satisfactory

results are obtained.

In tool planning there are some pit-

falls and one in particular is the con-

centration of too much work in one

place. Not so long ago most airplanes

had wood wings, steel tubular fusel-

ages with sheet metal tail units, either

fabric or metal covered. The fabrica-

tion of parts was widely distributed

throughout the factory with a great

variety of equipment located at strate-

gic points. With good design, careful

planning and reasonable tooling, as-

sembling of units could start in a com-

paratively short time. The present de-

signs call for practically two materials

in the structure, aluminum alloy and

steel. The aluminum alloy consists

chiefly of sheet, extrusions, forgings

and castings. Little sheet steel is used

and the bulk of this material goes into

bar stock and forgings. This means
that most fabricating is performed by
such equipment as shears, brakes,

presses, roils, etc., for the sheet metal

and by a well equipped machine shop

for the remainder. A good portion of

the sheet metal parts require cutting

and forming tools such as blanking

dies and forming dies, made from tool

steel, ainc or wood. Machined parts

in any quantity cannot be very well

produced without the extensive use of

special jigs and fixtures. The element

of time for a new production design

has ciianged and assembly departments

c.^nnot start as quickly as heretofore.

There is a necessity for more detailed

(Tttni to page 71)



N.A.C.A. PICNIC
It’s lots of fun on the boat but real work out

at Langley

Long bekorc the cherry blossoms

began lo bloom on llie Tidewaler

Peninsula, lights at Langley Field

were burning far into the night in

preparation for tlie N.A.C.A.’s Twelfth

Conference. Tired technicians taxed

domestic tolerance, stumbled into bed
in wee small hours. Out in the bay
Crabman Arnold Doakes caught and
sold a phenomenal number of crabs to

be deviled to furnish food for a good
cross-section of the Aviation industry,

at the Full Scale luncheon. In Wash-
ington, John Victory sweated over the

•'Who's Who" of this year’s two ex-

peditions. But when Trip I set sail

down the Potomac on the Good Ship
"District of Columbia”, all was run-
ning smoothly with everyone looking

forward lo a good show under the

direction of Impresario Georgs W.

If the invited guests expected lo see

new research equipment costing mil-

lions they were disappointed. The
committee has present^ much of this

before. This year the show was de-

voted to the practical applications of

this great equipment, to the little

things that make big differences in the

operating efficiencies of airplane.^

when they gel going up around 200

m.p.h.

What, for instance, is the horse-

power cost of protruding rivets and

lap joints in wing surfaces? A very

small matter at first sight, but a 182

hp- loss cannot be laughed off ! And
that is the power cost of brazier head

rivets tfk in. in diameter, plus lap

joints and other usual surface irregu-

larities in a service wing of 1,000

sq.ft, area on a 20,000 lb. airplane

flying at 225 m.p.h. In the same hy-

pothetical airplane, rough wing sur-

faces were found to be an expensive

luxury. Even a coat of paint sprayed

on a perfectly smooth wing cost 91 hp.

in increased drag. Translate this into

or what you will, it ail means money
to the transport operator. Visions

arose of airport attendants rushing out

to wipe the grime oB transport wings

at each scheduled stop on the airlines.

It is apparent that the High Speed

Wind Tunnel at Langley is beginning

to pay for itself.

Another manifestation of the em-

phasis on little things is the work with

flying models which has been ex-

panded greatly in the past year. In

sharp contrast to the mammoth full

scale tunnel, is a tunnel so small that

it can be tilted to change the angle of

attack of the model flying within

The new tilting tunnel is an adjunct

to the vertical spinning tunnel which

is always a sure-fire attraction for

visitors. Both use the same flying

models with control surfaces actuated

by small electro magnets carried within

the model. While the older tunnel is

used primarily to study spinning char-

acteristics the newer addition is for

stability and control tests. In the lat-

ter the operator actually flies the model

by electric switches which operate the

control surfaces. Electric power is

transmitted to the model through a

trailing cable so small that it can

scarcely be detected by the eye. Such
factors as elevator setting for trim,

period and damping of oscillation,

static instability around any axis, and

motion subsequent lo control manipu-

lation can be studied directly and
visually in the new tunnel.

Chaffing the Bumps

That the laboratories are depending
more and more on this type of direct

observation is indicated also by the

tIvfBo or dead tj eaUrely eoerdealial.''

new gust tunnel which has been set

up in a corner of the full scale build-

ing. Purpose is to study the flight

path taken by an airplane passing

through a gust. The synthetic gust is

furnished by an airstream perpendicu-

lar to the flight path. The model is

accelerated down a track by a cata-

pult. At flying speed the model lakes

oB and at tliat point a self-contained

recording accelerometer starts lo oper-

ate. A photographic record is made
of speed, path angle, and altitude

angle. Students of archery will ap-

preciate the high speed of the mode!

and the arresting gear which consists

of a nose hook which pierces a burlap

.screen at the end of the flight.

Full scale aspects of the gust prob-

lem are becoming more valuable as

the records accumulate from the 160

V-G recorders installed in land and

sea planes of various ty|>es in regular

operation. (See "How Hard is a

Bump", Aviation. February, 1937).

V-G recorder in the China Dipper
makes a record of the gusts encoun-

tered on each Pacific flighL Others tell

stories of the intensity of air bumps
met by bombers, transport airplanes

and other types of ships flying in

many parts of the world. Thirty feet

per second has been found to be the

velocity of the average maxinuim up
and down gust.

What is an Airport?

Everyone is worried about airports

not being large enough for the heavily

loaded airplanes of the very near fu-

ture. Unless something Is done about

It, many large cities will find them-

selves without trunk line air services.

(See "Airport or White Elephant?”,

Aviation, June, 1937). The N.A.C.A.

has set about to find out how big a

landing area should be to accommo-

date the next step in airplanes, and

the Committee is also at work on the

alternate problem of auxiliary aids to

lake-oB. (See "Land Launched Sea-

planes". Aviation, September, 1936.)

Four thousand feet was found to be

the necessary take-off distance lor a

plane with 35 lb. per sq.ft, wing load-

ing; 10 lb, per hp. power loading; 250

m.p.h. sperf; and without flaps or

controllable pitch propeller. With a

constant speed propeller the distance

was reduced to 2,100 ft. and adding a

good flap or high lift device reduced

it to 1.800 ft. But tills is still too much
and the use of some sort of launching

device, such as a catapult, is indicated.

When catapulting is considered, the

AVIATION



By A. E. Lombard, Jr.
CrirlisS‘1Vright Corporation, St. Louis Airplane Division

The question of power plant sub-

division can't be solved by the old

"Eenie, Meenie, Meinie, Mo" formula.

The answer to tlie question put

in tlie title is by no means simple,

but it is one that now faces every

airplane desi^er, whether his pro-

jected design be large or small. For
the present consideration, however,

we shall deal exclusively with the

question of the number of engines for

transport airplanes operating under
the U. S. Department of Cormnerce-

Inasmuch as single engine trans-

ports are not permitted to fly blind

or to fly at night, they must he im-

mediately eliminated from considera-

tion. Twin-engine or four-engine

transports have proven very satisfac-

tory In practice and will be considered

at length In this paper. The case of

the trlmolor Is not so definitely clear

cut. There lias been a decided trend

away from using an engine in the

nose of tlie fuselage not only because

greater aerodynamic efliciency results

from the elimination of slipstream on
the fuselage, but particularly because

greater passenger comfort maintains

due to the elimination of the noise

and fumes of the nose engine: and
further, the pilot vision is improved

when there is no nose engine. Wc
do not wish to condemn the trimotor

to oblivion as it appears to have cer-

tain desirable features not found on

other multi-engined aircraft, but we
shall eliminate it from our present

consideration because of the reasons

cited above and thus arrive at the

twin-engine and four-engine aircraft

as the most acceptable types. The
engines on these types will be mounted

in nacelles in the leading edge.

Safety in Flight

Statistics show that rapid strides

are being made in improving the relia-

bility ami safety of transport aviation

;

but we must continue to progress in

this direction. The first consideration

in designing any new airplane must

be toward greater safety. Analyses

of airline accidents have indicated in-

variably that the largest proportion

of serious accidents have been due to

the human element, piloting errors,

combined with bad weather, improper

dispatching, and faulty radio equip-

ment. None of these have any direct

bearing on the relation of the number

of engines to safety except rather in-

directly in that the complexity of

piloting technique becomes greater as

the number of engines is increased.

The rule is generally believed to

hold that two men, the pilot and co-

pilot, can handle any twin-engine air-

plane, but that a third crew member,

the flight engineer, is necessary to

take care of the increased complica-

tions of four engines, regardless of

si«. For this reason, much greater

coordination of the crew of a four-

engine airplane is necessary to effect

corrective measures rapidly in an em-
ergency, This increases the pilot’s

responsibility rather than lessens it.

By considering the individual phases

of operation in relation to piloting

technique and other factors, let us ex-

amine this safety question further.

In cruising flight, on the basis of

the mathematical probability of "forced

landings" due to power plant failures,

it has been shown by Wright and am-
plified by Perkins (references 1 and

2) that the relative safety of airplam--

of the usual type is as follows:

1. Four-engine airplane requiring two
engines for flight;

2. Two-engine airplane requiring one

engine for flight;

3. Three-engine airplane requiring

two engines for flight;

4. Four-engine airpl.vne requiring

three engines for flight;

5. Single engine airplane.

Of course, no difficulty occurs when,

for example, an engine fails during

cruising on a twin-engine airpl.nie

capable of flying on the remaining

engine. It is only the failure of the

second engine that dictates a forced

landing and that ptits this type in its

relative position in the tabulation

In this same connection, experience

has shown that, the reliability of

modern aircraft power plants, as oper-

ated and maintained by the airlines

today, is such that power plant fail-

ures under cruising power condition.*

are becoming rare. Such “failures"

in cruising os do occur are often of a

gradual and "technical" nature such

as, for example, the overheating of

the oil and possibly the engine cylin-

der heads due to one of a number of

possible causes. In such cases, an

engine is often cut off in order to

save it from possible damage while it

would probably continue to develop

considerable power in an emergency.

The degree of safety needed in

cruising must be evaluated in term.*

of the length of flights contemplated

and the opporliuiities for landing at

an interm^iate point when necessary.

It lias been established that, when op-

erating over land as in the United

Stales where one can land at the next

convenient airport in the event of any
power plant trouble, the safety in

cruising is great for any modern multi-

engine type with two engines, three

engines, or four engines, capable of

flying on fewer than all engines. In

irans-oceanic flight it is probably wise-

est to use tour-engine transports cap-

able of flying on any two engines to



SPEED MADE GOOD IS

LOCKHEED’S
SLOGAN IN AIR AND SHOP

MODEL 14

EAKT EK£AKES POB MANY AN AIX-

food”. Fast airplanes are frequently

hard pressed to overcome handicaps of

geography, weather, poor terminal fa-

cilities, schedule limitations and other

factors which reduce the “speed made

good" between actual traffic centers.

Furthermore, a high speed transport

plane is of little use to the airline

operator if it exists only on the de-

signer’s drawing board. Many a new
plane of the past has been markedly

siiperior to contemporary practice at

the time of design, and even during

primary flight testing, but has beeti

kept off the market by more rapid in-

troduction of competitive equipment.

In exploring various means of re-

ducing the time period between in-

ception of a design and actual manu-
facture of the product we have thought

it wise to abandon the time-honored

practise of building an intermediate

full scale plane for flight testing. This

throws a heavier burden on prelimi-

nary testing in the wind tunnel and
structures laboratory, but we feel that

(he science and art of aircraft design

and construction have arrived at a

point where complete reliance may be

placed in such testing, when properly

related to the store of existing knowl-

edge. Our Lockheed 14, the first of

which will be flying at about the time

this issue of .Aviation is distributed,

lias been less than a year in process.

\l'c have not built an “experimental"

model, as we feel that all necessary

experimenting has been done in the

wind tunnel, by full scale testing of

sample structures, and through careful

study of the characteristics of similar

planes now in service. The first pro-

duction unit of five is now nearing

completion, and approximately thirty

By Hall L. Hibbard
I'iec-Presidtnl and Chiel Engintir
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation

at this lime have actually been sold

from specifications prior to test flights

of the first plane. Furthermore, the

Model 14 incorporates a number of
distinct innovations such as the use of
Fowler type flaps, integral fuel tanks,

mid-wing design, etc.

Of all-metal construction, skin-

stressed, the Model 14 is a mid-wing
cantilever monoplane powered with
two engines and incorporating the

now familiar twin-rudder tail and
single spar wing. Span is 65 ft fi in.,

length 44 ft. i in,, and height 11 ft

5^ in. Power is supplied by two
Pratt & Whitney SIEG Hornets or

two Wright GR1820G3 Cyclones. De-
signed to meet airline needs for planes

of higher speed and longer range, the

ship has a maximum range with full

load of 1900 miles, maximum speed

of 264 m.p.h. at 8,700 ft. altitude, and
cruising speed of 241 m.p.h. at 13,600

ft altitude using 600 hp. per engine,

.A feature is the location of baggage
compartments in the fuselage below
the wing and cabin floor. In the

passenger cabin there is luxurious pro-

vision for ten passengers and a

stewardess. Floor to ceiling clearance

is 6 ft. 3 in. All chairs are of swivel

type incorporating the reclining fea-

giving maximum lift with minimum
increase in drag. Ailerons are inter-

connected to droop somewhat with
the flaps. This required a great deal

of specialized wind tunnel testing. In

this connection we are fortunate in

having the facilities of the Guggen-
heim Aeronautical Laboratory at Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology readily

available. We have also been favored

by the fact that the Model 14 Is a
natural progression of the Lockheed
Electra and Model 13 series. This

has made it possible for us to profit

by the lessons learned in building and
flying more than one hundred similar

planes over a period of the past three

Our wind tunnel work involved, in

addition to all customary routine test-

ing, very extensive testing of wing

root fillets, engine nacelle forms, and
effect of the Fowler type flaps, espec-

ially in the landing condition. On
our prei'ious models we had abandoned
wing root filleting after extensive

wind tumid testing. With the Model

14 we decided to rc-examinc this

question entirely, as the fuselage form

and mid-wing condition were rela-

tively new. The fuselage is of deep

oval section with flat sides and pointed

nose. A fter exhaustive tests with

four different types of fillets we found

that the unfilleted condition was best

of all. We have found it impossible

to improve on a right-angle juncture

of wing to fuselage side, where such

a relation can be maintained through-

out the root chord, espedally over the

top surface of the wing.

Our nacelle tests were also repeated

and verified earlier results in connec-

tion with the bell-type cowling used

on the Model 12. This bulbous nosed

engine cowl has shown surprising effi-

ciency and is a distinct aid in achiev-

ing the high speed of the new model.

We conducted very detailed sta-

bility tests in connection with use of

the Fowler-type flaps and verified sat-

isfactory longitudinal stability for all

flight conditions with CG locations

ranging from 17 to 35 per cent of the



wing chorj. By liiniling allowable

loading so as to hold the CG. of the

loaded plane between 20 and 32 per

cent of the wing chord W’e have pro-

vided an ample safety margin. In

service we anticipate liolding the C.G.

very close to the ideal position of

24-26 per cent of wing chord. This
will be made more practical through

use of the new Librascope Balance

Computer which aids the airline load-

ing clerk in determining automatically

and rapidly the exact C.G. of the

plane at any time during the loading

operation. (See page 43)
.Although the Fowler type wing flap

lias been used experimentally on planes

of commercial type, and to some ex-

tent in regular military service, it has

never before been used on a transport

plane. Therefore we conduct^ the

this flap. As is well known, the

Fowler flap is essentially an auxiliary

wing- When not in use it retracts

into the main w-ing. When extended

it drops below and behind the trailing

edge of the main wing and at a

greater angle of incidence, thereby

contributing an independent lift incre-

ment as well as increasing the lift

of the main wing proper at high

angles of attack. Tests indicated that

a relatively narrow cliord flap gave

most satisfactory results, since such

shift of C.G. location as occurs is in-

tensified Ijy a wide-chord flap. We
also found it necessary to increase the

area of tlie horizontal stabilizer some-

what due to the action of the Fowler

flap in landing. During oitr wind tun-

nel tests of the flap we simulated the

landing condition by mounting a wide

board across the tunnel in such a way
as to approximate the ground efleci

and so show effect on tail surfaces.

Kxtensive static load tests were also

conducted on a full size wing section

incorporating a Fowler flap. With
required maximum loading this flap

was operated a great many times.

During the course of such operation

various difficulties were imposed, such

as throwing sand into the mechanism,
but no failures resulted. The flap

slides out on tracks for a distance

of 42 inches. Us action decreases

take-olT run by about 18 per cent and
lowers landing speed by about the

Our static testing involved numer-

ous problems in addition to the flap

gear test mentioned above. Among
these was a test of the new integral

fuel tanks, which are being used for

the first time to our knowledge on any

commercial land plane. In this test

we built up a tank section of the wing,

filled it with water, and subjected it to

much more severe vibration action

than it could ever receive in normal

service. Another feature which re-

tiuired exiiaustive testing was the

dump valves incorporated in the fuel

tank system to permit jettisoning fuel

in the event of an emergency landing.

Satisfactory development of the in-

tegral tanks has helped us to reduce

both the weight and cost of the com-

plete plane.

Another unusual static test was that

of a complete fuselage section with

and witliout window and door cut-

outs. This test was carried to de-

struction in both comlilious and

proved our calculations to be rjuitc

conservative, as well as permitting a

reduced weight of structure over that

required by previously accepted em-

pirical formulae.

One phase of our flight testing was

done on a full scale basis and that

drag. Due to requirements of ground

clearance through use of the Fowler

flaps the Model 14 tailwheel extends

lower than usual. To test the dr;^

of this unit we flew an Electra

equipped with a Model 14 tail wheel

extending througli a trap door in the

rear portion of the fuselage. By

mined the drag to be so slight as to

render retraction unnecessary. Litis

drag reducing the over-all speed of

the plane by less than one mile per

As the Fowler flap is of low drag

type we designed the landing gear as a

drag producing unit, using the flap

almost entirely for lift Thus at a

speed of 300 m.p.h. the landing gear

may be extended in six seconds. The
flaps extend in forty seconds at any

speed below 150 m.p.li. In connec-

tion with means for operating the

landing gear wc conducted a very

complete comparative analysis of

weight and cost of the electric vs. hy-

draulic system and as a result have

adopted the hydraulic system as it is

twenty-six pounds lighter in weight

and is approximately seven per cent

cheaper to build. The hydraulic sys-

tem also avoids draining the battery,

as it functions from engine driven

pumps. We consider llie hydraulic

{rum (a fiage 7S)
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NEW OIL ENDS
(§tartling Scientific Development

proves a laboratory triumph and practical success

THK muse costly thing in youc engine

is now saved by the least costly

thing you put into it.

You know that if yout engine were

lubricated ideally it could never wear

out. That is virtuaUy what the New
Texaco Airplane Oil gives you — prac-

tically perfect preservation of beating

surfaces. We could say this new Oil

completely eliminates engine wear— and

without micrometers it would be diffi-

cult CO see the inhnicesimal amount chat

Conservatively, this can be said—avia-

tion engineers are absolutely astonished

at the results they are getting from this

new Texaco achievement. Wear is so

nearly eliminated that engine life is

immeasurably prolonged. The interval

between required overhauls is greatly

extended. It becomes possible to safely

operate motors at a higher percentage of

their raced capadey.

It is only a question of time before all

pilots who are mindful of the effect of

engine wear will standardize on the use

of the New Texaco Airplane Oil.

Eight years of laboratory development

and over a year of widespread testing

are back of this new produa. It has been

tested and approved by leading engine

manufaaurers and is now in use by

major airlines.

Trained aviation engineers are avail-

able for consultation on the use of the

New Texaco Airplane Oil which you

can now buy at all important airports.

Drain your oil tank now and use only

the New Texaco Airplane Oil. It prac-

tically eliminates wear. The Texas Com-

pany, 135 East 42nd Street, New York.

TE»BlCO

HAZARD

PRODUCTSAviation

Texaco Asphalt makes resili

ent, rugged, economical stir

faces for airport runu-ays

hangar floors and aprons

drii etrays and parking areas



^iik fofviilin BuUde^
New flying eguipmeal /rom overseas reviewed by Lucien ZacharoU

Even feefunctoev acquaintance
wiih tlie problems of aircraft produc-

tion abroad in recent years overwhelms

one with their military character.

With aggression rampant on this

planet, many nations, great and small,

are straining the sinews of their re-

spective industries to satisfy the do-

mestic demand for war airplanes, a

demand so all-devouring that attrac-

frequently declined- Kor does it take

profound research to see that where

civil flying equipment is still manu-

factured—in diminishing quantities

—

it is decidedly of a design permitting

ready conversion into Bghting ma-
chines or application for auxiliary war

services. Such a state of alTairs ac-

counts for the preponderance of belJi-

cose matter in this monthly survey of

the foreign production scene.

At the behest oi’ the Rumanian
GovEBNUENT, the Fabrica de Avione
S.E.T., Bucharest, has developed a

single-seater pursuit, SET-XV,
modelled after various French fighter

types. The oripnal order specified a

machine capable of 212 m-p.h, <340
km/h) maximum speed at an altitude

of 13,120 feet (4,000 m), with one SOO

hp. engine, and a rale of climb of S3

feet (16,4 in) per second.

A sesquiplane, the wing unit is

braced by N-struts on each side. The
wing plan is rectangular, with rounded

comers. The upper wing in one

panel, the lower in two. There are

two spors of sheet-steel sections, with

dural-tube drag struts, internally

braced. Each spar consists of two V-
sections 1 mm. thick and one 0,5 mm.
heavy corrugated sheet brace-wire,

between the two U-arranged legs and
Joined thereto. Wooden ribs, plywood

clamps in the front, fabric covering,

brac^ center-section with six struts,

two spars and two suspension wires

on each side are included. On the

upper wing are slotted ailerons with

diEerential control; both can be tow-

ered simuliaueously for landing pur-

The steel-tube fuselage has wire-

braced panels, made in the form of

crosses, and diagonal steel-tubing in

the front part, the transverse section

being round, the middle oval, and the

end intersected. The forward part is

covered with duralumin, the rest with

fabric. The pilot’s cockpit is on the

trailing edge of the lower wing and is

enclosed in a detachable hood. A con-

cealed compartment holds the radio

and breathing apparatus, Two rigidly-

mounted machine guns fire through

the propeller disc.

The empennage is cantilever, with

duralumin stabilizer of two triangu-

lar portions, tubular spar and dural

ribs, capable of being set immobile in

flight. The vertical fin is wooden,

the control surfaces aluminum. All

tail surfaces are fabric-covered.

SET'XV has a tripod undercar-

riage with a split axle, the shock-

absorbing stmt following the lower

longeron. The faired 750x150 mm.
wheels have shock-absorber brakes.

There are swiveling tail-skid rollers

held in neutral position by two rubber-

webbed devices.

.An SET wooden propeller derives

transmission from a Gnome-Rhone 9-

cylinder engine of 500 hp. at 12,139

feet (3,700 m). The power plant

has a bf.ACA air-pressure equalizing

cowl. The steel-tube engine support is

attached to the fuselage by four bolts.

By varying the length of this engine

support different motor types, ranging

from 400 to 800 hp., can be mounted.

The nose pan of the engine cowling

is built as an exhaust accumulator, re-

sembling the type previously produced

by Bristol,

Other 5ET-XV data: Upper wing spoo
30 feet (9.4 m)

;
lower wing span 20 ft

(6,7 m.) ; length 23 ft. (7 m.)
;
height

to ft. (3J35 m.)
;
upper wing depth 3i

ft, (1.4 m.)
:
lower wing depth 3.28 ft.

(1.0 m.); upper wing surface 139 sq.ft.

(12.9 ui')
:
lower wbg surface 64i sq.ft

(5.75 m.“) ; interior wing surface 203
sq.ft. (18.65 m.’) ; wheel track width 6i
ft (22 m.) ; weight empty 2,S3S lb.

(1,150 kg.> weight loaded 3,417 lb. (1,550

kg.}: wing load 183 lb./22 sq.ft (S3

kg/m.‘)
;
power load 7 lb./l hp. (3.1

kg/l hp.) ; maximum ground speed 178
m.p.h. (^ km/h.) ; speed at 13,123 ft

(4,0OT m.) 211 m-p.h. (340 km/h,), at

26,247 ft. (8,000 m.) 185 m.p.h. (298

km/h.)
;

landing spe^ 64 m.p.h, (103
km/h.).

.A LIGHT LOW-WINC CABIN MONOPLANE
(hat cruisu at better tlun 120 m.p.h.

Brothers Aircraft, Ltd., a Chorley,

Lancashire, concern. Although de-

tails of the new job's performance are

not available at this writing, it is re-

ported to promise an unusual range.

Early trials are said to have been

highly satisfactory with this plywood-

covered machine with a single-spar

wing and trailing-edge flaps. There
are two tandem seats, with good visi-

bility for the pilot Aft is to be found

adequate luggage space.

Equipped with a cantilever oleo-

pneumatic undercarriage and low-

presure wheels and brakes, the Moss
plane is powered with a Pobjoy Ni-
agara in of 95 hp. With a useful

load of 400 lb., its range is likely to

be 400 to 500 miles. Other vital

statistics:

Span 34 ft; length 23 ft; height 7
ft.; weight empty 860 lb.; weight
loaded 1,260 lb.; fuel and oil capac-
ity 21 and IJ gallons respectively.

AuoNc THE Italian figrtees going
into production this year is the Piag-

gio P-32 twin-engined bomber, made
almost entirely of wood. Its two-

spar wing is covered with ply-woocL

The ailerons and the tail unit are of

steel and fabric-covered.

Except for the steel shell of the

nose, where the bomb operator is

posted, the fuselage is all-wood. The
undercarriage is retractable.

The power plant consists of two

Isotta-Fraschini Asso XIRC of 812

hp. each, with variable-pilch air-

At 16,404 ft (5,000 m.) the P-32 has s

maximum speed of 249 m.p.h. (400

km/h.) ; on the ground it's 205 m.p.h.

(330 km/h.) ;
landing speed 78 m.p.h.

(125 km/h); ceiling 22,966 ft (7,000

m.)
:

rate of climb to 13,123 ft. (4,000

ID.) 15 min.; weight empty 12,677 lb.

(5,750 kg-); span 59 it (18 m.)
;
length 52

ft (16 m.); height 19 (t (5.946 m.) ;
car-

rying surface 71 sq.ft. (59 m-’) : no data

The wooden construction of this

fighter provides a clue to one of the

big stumbling blocks in the Italian in-

dustry—the absence of domestic raw
materials. Aluminuni smelting rose in

that country from 12,000 tons in 1933

to 15,000 tons in 1935, In 1937 huge

capital investments of two concerns,

estimated at hundreds of millions of

lire, may bring the smelling total to

25,000 tons which will then supply

only one-haJf the industry's requirc-

ments. By admission of General

Valle, acting aviation minister, made
about a year ago, domestic manufac-

turing of light alloys and special steels

was inadequate, despite the hothouse

expansion during the sanctions brought

on by the Ethiopian interlude. Under
great stress and strain Italian pro-

ducers of semi-manufactured materials

for aviation were able to furnish in

1935-1936 somewhat more than 2,000

tons of light alloys and 7,000 tons of

special steels—all too insuflicient.

Gianni Caproni, one of the leaders

of the industry, holds that a complete

transfer to all-metal construction

would cut in half the meflsilization

potentialities of Italian aviation be-

cause fully half the macliinery and 30

per cent of engineers and workers are

unprepared for metal work. Even
after a series of measures were taken

for the substitution of domestic timbei

for the foreign and great quantities

of Italian aviation plywood were sup-

plied, General Valle pointed to the

inevitability of "wider application of

metals in avia-construction" as the

way to freedom from imports.

Many European experts doubt the

wisdom of Italian experiments in sub-

stitution for the aviation canvas of

Belgian flax a questionable mixture of

Somali cotton and Japanese silk, Gen-

eral Valle has even boasted that in-

sulation for magneto condensers is

being made of Eritrean mica.

\Vhen serial manufacturing of

speedy modern types was launched in

1936—twin-engined machines attaining

speeds of 273 m.p.h. (440 km/h) and

single-engine craft making 286 m.p.h.

(460 kraA) at altitudes of 13,123 to

16,404 ft (4,000-5,000 m)—Italian

industry sought to reduce to the mini-

mum the reconstruction of its factories

in the direction of increased volume

of pressing and welding equipment,

tn the planes that have come off the

line comparatively few elements dis-

play smooth lining and trimming of

dural sheets. There is a widespread

use of wooden wings, steel fuselages.

In the future perhaps the well-

geared Higher Direction of Research

and Experimental Work, which man-
ages establishments at Guidonia, Vigna

di Valle and Furbara, will solve in

whole or in part these pressing prob-

lems which at present are counter-bal-

anced only to a limited extent by
Italy's contingent of talented design-

ers, engineers and skilled workers.

Many expesienced pilots were in

the crowd of curious at the Tushino
Airport, Moscow, watching the test

flight of LEM-2 which was put

ihrougli its paces by Test Pilot N. D.

Mose moDDplCDW (BiltUb)

Fedoseev. Designed by Engineer

Amonoff for freight carriage over

relatively short distances, LEM-2 at-

tracts attention by its uncommon ap-

pearance. It is a flying wing which

both glides and utilizes the 100 hp.

M-11 engine.

Built at the Moscow Glider Plant,

LEM-2 has the span of 90 ft. (27.6

meters) which exceeds the span of

the ANT-35, described in the June

issue of Aviation, by nearly 50 per

cent It is intended to fly at 73 m.p.h.

(117 km/h) and land at 40 m.p.h. (65

km/h). With its weight loaded of

3,969 lb. (1,800 kg), LEM-2 freight

compartments in the wing have ca-

pacity of 2,205 lb. (1,000 kg). The

fuel tanks are expected to make pos-

sible a 6-hour non-stop flight.

Needless to say that in distinction

from conventional gliders and air-

planes, LEM-2 is entirely devoid of

fuselage, its empennage attached to

the wing by two light girders,

Poland now has license to produce

Potez-63 fighters. As employed in

the French Air Force, the Potez-63

takes on a crew of three and 2 can-

nons streamlined under the fuselage.

Incidentally, the French Army is re-

equipping all its observation captive

balloons, the principal innovation be-

ing an engine nacelle, enabling them

to move independently in the air.

Good results have been obtained in

tests of motorized balloons of the

Zodiac and Ridinger types, the for-

mer's speed stepped up to 31 m.p.h.

(50 km/h), the latter’s to 37 m.p.h.

(60 km^). The Zodiac mounts a 60

hp. engine, the Ridinger a 120 hp.

plant and with a volume of 37.076 cu.ft.

(1,050 m’) weighs 3,307 lb. (1,500

kff.).

AVIATION





built tor the Luckliecd H .^tiows the

C.G. location only with respect to the

fore and aft axis of the plane, the

instrument may be designed to show
the C.G. location with relation to all

three axes of an airplane.—AviAtiON,

hUy, 1937.

Felt-Seal Bearings

—

Soth single and double tow Fcdnii

boll bearings employ new design

RourroiNC out a cosii>lete live of

aircraft bearings well known for their

conformation to aircraft engineer’s re-

quirements on weight, tolerances, di-

mensions and proper radial and thrust

capacity, the Fafnir Bearing Com-
pany, of New Britain, Conn., has an-

nounced a new series of double felt-

seal type bearings designated the KF
and KF-A series with single row of

balls, and the DF series with double

row of balls.

—

Aviation, Inly, 1937.

Direction Finder

—

New low priced instrument of-

fered by Lear

A NEW INSTRUMENT in which is com-
bined the J-earadio K-3 Receiver anri

a loop arranged to act as a direction

finder has Just been introduced by

Lear Developments Inc. The new di-

rection finder employs as a direction

indicator a device known as the "niagic

eye,” Circuits are very simple. The
loop housing is streamlined and has

very low drag and is extremely light

in weight- The loop complete with

transmitter w'cighs 3S Ib. It is said

that the design of the loop, together

with the materials used, protects it

against rain and snow static.

—

Avia-
tion, luly, 1937.

Alloys ior Dies

—

Used in drop hammer work, oife^

ed by Ceiro de Pasco Corp.

CtaaoMATRIX AND ITS COMPANION
ALLOYS CerrobasE ANO CEREOSENt)
products of the Cerro de Pasco Cop-
per Corp., (44 Wall St., New York)
have been extensively used for special

purposes in coruiection with dies of all

types. A new application is the use
of these alloys directly for short run

forming dies such as are widely used
in the drop hammer process forming
of sheet metals in American aircraft

plants. Normally the die is made of

Cerromalrix ,nid the punch of Cerro-

matrix, Cerrobend or Cerrobasc. For
recent die work dune by Fleetwings,

Incorporated, in connection with stain-

less steel sheet forming, Cerromatri.x

was used for the die and Cerrobase for

the punch. The low pouring tempera-
ture, hardness, high resistance to com-
|)ression and non-shrinking propertie-

make these alloys ideal for »uc!i woi k.—.WlATioN, Inly. 1937.

Field Light Panel

—

by WoBtfngbouflO simplifiM coa-

bol tower problems

Eepicient control of airport lighting

installations is made easy by a graphic

new control panel developed by the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company, and first installed at

Greensboro, N. C. Chief purpose of

the netv panel is to provide the opera-
tor with correct wind direction and
velocity in connection with control of

the flood-lighting system. This is

accomplished by mounting instruments

in the upper section of the panel to

show wind velocity and direction, these
instruments being operated electri-

cally from suitably located anemo-
meter and wind vane. The center

section of the panel contains a minia-

ture colored plan of the field runway
system. A switch at each end of
each runway provides for remote con-
trol of the proper group of floodlights

for that particular direction of land-

ing. Other airport lighting circuit

controls arc grouped on the lower
portion of the panel.—Aviation, July,

Greenaboro. H. C.

Aviation is a Career
... be sure you choose ''career training"

There’s opportunity in aviation. The industry is

steadily expanding. But anyone connected with it

will warn you of this

:

You can't hope to really get somewhere without a

sound technical background of training of the type
the industry wants today. Career training.'

So if you’re determined to carve out a worthwhile

career in aviation—pick your trainingschool vrith care.

In the opinion of leading manufacturing and airline

officials. Boeing School of Aeronautics is an outstand-

ing school that warrants your earnest consideration.

Two basic BOEING SCHOOL ground courses

"AIRLINE MeCHAMC. ’ThiilS-inoQlh coucie coven >9 itibiecii

"AIRLINE OPERATIONS.”An IR.monib cootie offeHns thorough

This famous school is a division of UnitedAir Lines.

It’s located in the center of aviation activities—at the

A-l-A Oakland Airport, United’s Pacific Coast base.

You can see the practical application of your studies

demonstrated daily. Also, Pan American’s terminus is

nearby. And there are numerous air fields and fac-

tories within a short radius.

Due to the completeness of its facilities, Boeing has

held a U-S. Approved School Certificate since 1929.

And these facilities have steadily been enlarged. To-

day. in addition to completely-equipped classrooms,

library and Flight House, Boeing School maintains

IS different shops and technical laboratories, a fleet

of 10 training planes (from a 2,400 Ib. Stearman to

a 15,660 lb. Boeing 80 tri-motor transport). The staff

of instructors numbers 30 specialists—veterans with

up to 24 years of experience in their fields. Only at

^eing School do you find this: An average of one

instructor for each seven students!

For information about every phase of Boeing School

"career training"—ground and air—mail coupon today.
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5KF- PRECISION IN BEARINGS
means high speeds for superchargers and propeller shafts

High superchaiger apeeds would be impossible withoui

anti'iiiciion bearings. They require the precision and
smoothness embodied in the SEISEF Bearings on the

superchargerandthepropelleTshaftoithisModelBSSBuc-

caneer engine with its ratio of 8.75 to 1. For this engine

develops 200 H.P., 2250 R.P.M. at an altitude of 4500 ft.

On the supercharger, SGSEF Bearings carry the radial

load from the gears and the impeller and keep the im*

peller where it belongs. On the propeller shaft, they take

radial and thrust loads from the propeller. They are

manufactured to close tolerances emd require no adjust*

ment at any time. You can always depend upon an

fflCSlF-equipped machine, for fflCSEF always puts the

right bearing in the right place. j^i

SKP* INDUSTRIES, INC., FRONT ST. & ERIE AVE., PHILA., PA.

BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS
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Business Booms
Value oi sales up 61 pet cent. Factories expand to meet the demand

ior new planes and equipment

The 1937 boou is eontisuing to i^ace

heavy demands on the aircraft indus-

try. Leighton W. Rogers, president

of the Aeronantical Chamber of Com-
merce, has recorded a 61 per cent gain

in the value of sales of aircraft, air-

craft engines, and spare parts for the

first four months of 1937 over the

same period last year. The 1937

figures total $30,474,871, against $18,-

878,S0S for the same period in 1936.

SsTntb MJ—The Army Air Corps has

accepted the seventh of its contracted

thirteen Boeing B-17 four-engined

bombers. By early June the eighth

and ninth were completed and await-

ing delivery, No. 7 was flown from

Seattle by Lieut. Coi. Robert Olds, in

command of the Second Bombard*
ment Group at Langley Field. Co-
pilot was Maj. Barney M. Giles.

Gloat prau —For blanking and forming

duralumin aircraft parts the Farrel-

Birmingham Co., of Ansonia, Conn.,

have installed in the plant of the

Chance Vought Aircraft Division of
United Aircraft a 500-ton hydraulic

press. It will deliver a pressure of

2,250 Ib./sq.in. on a 24 in. diameter

Ordar Bloekloe—Lycoming Division of

The Aviation Manufacturing Corp.

has announced that unfilled orders on

hand for Lycoming engines and Ly-

coming controllable propellers amount

to over $600,000. About half of these

orders are for the U. S. Army and

Navy, and the rest for private con-

Cob Gaia*—Taylor Aircraft Co., Brad-

ford, Pa., has reported that sales of

the Cub for the first three months of

this year were up 176 per cent over

the same period last year.

CoaadtsD Uaki—Arrangements for the

manufacture of Link Trainers at

Gananoque, Canada, have been com-

pleted, according to announcement by

E. A. Link, president of Link Avia-

tion Devices, Inc. The new factory,

with a floor area of 30,000 sq.ft., will

produce Trainers for export to Eng-
land and other countries. R. Waihajn,

vice-president of the J.V.W. Corp..

exclusive Link sales agent, has just

negotiated a substantial contract for

the Trainers with the British Air

Ministry.

Propalleti—Maynard-di Cesare Propel-

ler Corp. is opening a new factory and

service shop at the Milwaukee County

Airport on July 1. Their constant

speed and adjustable pitch propellers

will be ready for delivery after July IS.

Goodrich for Douglas.—^Tircs for the

Douglas DC-4, 40 passenger, four-en-

gined transport nearing completion in

the Santa Monica shops of Douglas

Aircraft, are being designed by the

B. F. Goodrich Co. Five feet five

inches in diameter, the tires will weigh

360 lb. each, will contain 45 miles of

tire cord and four miles of bead wire.

IguitioD Cquipmoot—To manufacture

slow speed high torque fractional hp.

electric motors and ignition systems

designed particularly for efficiency

with low-grade fuels, B. J. Grigsby,

president of the former Grigsby-

Grunow Co., has organized the Els-

bert Manufacturing Co., with a plam

at 353 West Grand Ave., Chicago.

H. E. Kranz is chief engineer,

Mora Ethyl—.The Ethyl-Dow Chemical

Co., which extracts bromine from sea

water for use in the production of

Ethyl fluid for gasoline, is engaged in

a $1,000,000 expansion program at its

Kurc Beach, N. C., plant. Capacity

will be doubled, stepping up produc-

tion of ethylene dibromide to 20,000,-

000 lb. yearly.

Ex.Call.0 Aged.—Williams and Wilson
Ltd., 544 Inspector St., Montreal, Can-

ada, have been appointed manufactur-

er's representative in that territory for

the Ex-Cell-O Corporation.

ExhousUag Work —Solar Aircraft Com-
pany, San Diego manufacturer of spe-

cial exhaust manifolds and other

special sheet metal parts, reports re-

ceipt of the larg«t manifold order in

its history from the Douglas Aircraft

Company, Santa Monica. The San
Diego plant now supplies exhaust

manifolds to a large portion of the

U. S. aviation industry, as well as

making substantial foreign shipments.

With manufacturing operations at a

record level the Solar plant has re-

cently been approximately doubled in

Mead Predicts—
1,800 hp. engines soon, service

fuel consumptions oi .40 Ih.

Some interesting conclusions on
the trend in aircraft powerplants were
presented before the Royal Aeronau-
tical Society in London April 22 by
George J, Mead, vice-president and
chief engineer of United Aircraft

Corp, The paper was later read be-

fore the summer meeting of the

S.A.E at White Sulphur Springs.

Said Mr. Mead in summing up:

"The general trend in engine develop-

ment continues steadily toward ever

increasing outputs per liter, with the

consequent effect of improving the

take-olf powers and reducing the en-

gine dze in the geometric sense. , . .

The development of the present

standard types definitely tends toward

smaller cylinders for the higher

outputs.

"This, combined with the general

acceptance of the two-row type for

the higher powers, has effected a de-

cided reduction in frontal area per

horsepower,

"From the standpoint of perform-

ance, take-olT powers of 1,500 to

1,800 hp. seem Uasible in the period

immediately ahead. The ever increas-

ing importance of operating costs has

concentrated attention on this most

vital performance characteristic. As
a result, great strides have been made
in reducing the specific fuel consump-

tion, and there b evidence that serv-

ice consumptions of .40 llx/bhp./hr.

may be achieved within the next few

“The evident future needs for

engines of from 2,000 to 3,000 hp
has focused attention on other types

in which additional displacement may
be provided through the employment
of a greater number of cylinders.

Two new engine types may result,

namely, the cylindrical or multi-row

radial and the rectangular or flat

multi-bank in-line.

cooling has reduced the drag of both

the air- and liquid-cooled systems and
there appear to be still further oppor-

tunities of betterment. The combined

reductions of power plant drag may
well result in cutting the fuel bill by

as much as 10 per cent, which, com-

bined with a possible further im-

provement in specific consumption,
gives hope of a net saving of 15

Men Needed—
So schools add courses and In-

structors to turn them out

The jnbustry's demand for men is

being felt more and more in the coun-

try’s air schools. The need is for tech-

nical training—in engineering, in oper-

a VI RT10N

.Ilians, in design. These needs are

being met by the schools through addi-

tion of new courses and capable, ex-

perienced men to run them.

Newest addition to the staff of the

Boeing School of Aeronautics is Ed-

mund L, Ryder, B.S., M.S., formerly

Instructor of Aeronautical Engineer-

ing at the University of Washington.

July 1 he will take over his new dulbs

as head of engineering instruction for

the Air Transport Engineering and
Practical Aeronautical Engineering

courses. His aeronautical experience

dates back to 1928, when he was as-

sistant project engineer and designer

for the Boeing Airplane Company.

The recently established Dispatch-

ing and Meteorology Course at Boeing
is quickly proving its worth. 75 per

cent of the first class enrolled have

already been placed.

Marion McKeen, race pilot and

aviation school operator at Clover

Field, Santa Monica, Cal., reports

business booming since installation of

blind flying courses. Among students

signed for blind flight instruction are

Jack Kirkland, Monte Schoedsack.

Stranleigh Tuttle, and a number of

other prominent Hollywood personali-

ties. In addition to instructing Holly-

wood writers and directors McKeen is

finding numerous opportunities to do

special flying for the aerial pictures

which are now so popular.

Parks Air College, East St, Louis,

III., has added to its staffi as instructor



Tlie vital parts of an aircraft's ticavily burrlened

ptiwer plant must be eiulowetl with super-lougli-

ness and super-Blrenglli. The materials that most

satisfactorily meet these requirements are the

Nickel Alloy Steels. Their resistance to fatigue,

stress and wear not only assure dependable

motor performance but keep the cost of upkecj)

down to a minimum. For these reasons, Nickel

Alloy Steels arc used in the con.struclion of every

well-knoAvn airplane engine both in this country

and abroad. Consultation on problems involving

the use of alloys containing Nickel is invited.

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC., 67 WALL ST., NEW YORK, N.Y.

in Air Traffic Control, Air Transpor-

tation and Navigation, H. L. Kirby,

who has spent 19 years studying air-

line operations. He has acted previ-

ously in a consulting capacity, de-

veloping the operational procedure for

TWA, United, and Northwest Air-

E. W, Wi^ins Airways, Boston

Metropolitan Airport, Canton, Mass.,

report increased student activity under

the direction of Joseph Garside, man-
ager, Seventy-two students are now
active, six having soloed during the

past month. Taylor Cubs and Stinson

planes are used tor instruction pur-

Big Army Contracts

—

Douglas to supply 177 bombers.

North American 95 basic combats

The largest aieplane contract, in

money value, ever placed by the gov-

ernment in peace-time was announced

Jane 10. It was awarded to the

Douglas Aircraft Co. at Santa Monica,

and called for 177 twin-engined bom-
bers, at a price of $U,6S1,949. The
planes will be Wright Cyclone-pow-

ered, and will attain a top spe^ of

more than 225 m.p.h,

To North American Aviation June
2 went an Air Corps contract for 85

‘'basic combat” planes with spare parts

equivalent to ten more. Contract price

is $1,372,255. The contract was tlie

result of a Wright Field bid opening

of March 26 in which North American
was low bidder.

The basic combat ships, a new type

development for the Air Corps, will be

powered with 550 hp. Pratt & Whitney
Wasp Jr. engines and Hamilton Stand-

ard controllable propellers. They
will have a high speed of 190 mph.
This latest order brings the number
of planes on order with North Amer-
ican to 454, a few of which, on older

contracts, have been delivered.

Records to Italy

—

Eight new marks set in speed-

with-load and altitude cettegories

Eight new world or international

speed and altitude records were

claimed by Italy within the first eight

days of May. Most important was a

new world altitude record of 51,348

ft., attained by Lieut Col. Mario Perai,

Chief of the Italian High .Altitude

School, at Guidonia. The plane was a

Caproni 161 open-cockpit biplane, the

engine a Piaggio P.XI RC 72 two-row

fourteen cylinder radial. The record

beat the 49,944 ft. height reached by

Squadron Leader F. R. D. Swain in

the British Bristol 138 Monoplane,

May 6 a Macchi M.C 94 twelve-

passenger monoplane amphibian, pow-
ered with two 750 hp, Wright Cy-
clones, averaged 158 mph. over a 621

mi. triangular course, and 154 mph.
over 1,243 mi., without payload. The
machine was piloted by Giuseppe

Burei, with Enrico Rossaldi as co-

pilot, Two days later the same plane

and crerv flew over a 621 mi. course,

carrying a 5,000 kilogram payload,

at an average speed of 159,6 mph.,

thereby establishing records for 1,102

lb. and 2,205 lb. payload categories

and breaking its own 621 mi. record

without payload.

Earlier in the month a Cant Z.508

ihrce-engined seaplane set up speed

marks over 621 and 1,243 mi. triangu-

lar courses carrying a payload of
11,020 lb. The ship was piloted by
CapL Mario Sloppani, chief test pilot

of Canticri Riunid dell'Adriatico.

Speed over the shorter course was
156 mph.; over the longer, 154 mph.

New Company Formed
for Toylorccafl pioducUon. W. C.

Young executive bead

TAYLORcaAFT AVIATION Co-, of Alli-

ance, Ohio, has been reorganized as

the Taylor-Young Airplane Co., with

William C. Young, formerly general

manager of the Goodyear-Zeppelin

Co., as executive vice-president. C. G.
Taylor, designer of the original Tay-
lor Cub, manufactured by the Taylor

Aircraft Co. of Bradford, Pa., is presi-

dent of the new company, with Frank
L, Sullivan as treasurer and Stanley

I. Vaughn as factory manager.

A r^istration statement covering

290.000 shares of $I par common
stock is to be filed with the Securities

and Exchange Commission. Of these

115.000 sliares will be underwritten by



Hiliz & Co,, and olTercd publicly at

$3 a share,

Seventeen planes were produced in

April, and the May schedule called

for 40, As of April 29, the company
had on hand unfilled orders for 257

of its light airplanes. The planes are

pric^ under $1,500, and seat two side

Rankin Wins—
Aerobatic contest at SL Louis.

New speed mark for Thaden.

One of the pest performances at the

International Aerobatic Competition

and St, Louis Air Races, held at St,

Louis May 29, 30, and 31, was the

capture of the aerobatic competition

by Tex Rankin- He flew against a
field of considerably higher-powered

planes—some specially designed for

stunting— and won with his stock

I2S hp, Menasco-powered Ryan S-T-

A, His total was 282 points, with
first prize money of $2,000.

The three-day meet drew more than

80,000 spectators. It was held in com-
memoration of the tenth anniversary

of Lindbergh’s flight to Paris—a flight

that was largely backed by St. Louis

men and money.
A new world mark for women pilots

was set up by Mrs. Louise Thaden on
the meet’s first day. Flying a Beech-
craft, the 1936 Bendix Race winner
tore over a 100 kilometer (62 mi.)

course at an average speed of 197.9

m.p.h., to belter by nearly 24 m.p.h.

the mark previously set by Amelia
Earhart.

"Most outstanding pilot of the meet"
was the description voted Roger Don
Rae by the judges’ committee. He won
the title for a skillful forced landing

made when his Menasco-powercrl
Folkera went out of control in the

eighth lap of a 50 mi. free-for-all in

the 397 cu.in. class. Till then he had
averaged 252.S m.p.h. His forced

landing cost him only minor injuries,

but washed out his ship.

Soarers Get Ready

—

To compete io; trophies and
$6,000 in cash at 8th national

contest

The Eighth Axxuai. National
Soaring Contest, scheduled for June

26 to July 10 at the Harris Hill site at

Elmira, N, Y-, will offer the induce-

ment of $6,000 in cash prizes and sev-

eral trophies to competing pilots.

Early indications point to a new record

in the number of contestants and
ships participating- As of June I, 45

pilots and 31 ships were entered. By
opening date, according to a prediction

of Dr. Karl 0. Lange, meet director,

125 pilots and 50 gliders will be on
hand. This would compare with the 82
pilots and 23 gliders at last year’s

Three foreign pilots are entered in

tills first imcrnaiional contest- They
are Peter Riedel, of Germany, and
Jonas Pyragius and Lieut. Bronius

Oskinis of Lithuania,

A prize in a category new this year

has been offered by Mrs. Warren E.

Eaton. She has placed at the disposal

of the Soaring Society the sum of

$1,800, which will be awarded for the

design and construction of new gliders

and sailplanes. First prize will be

$1,000.

Felix duPont will offer $500 for the

best .-iltitude performance, with an-

other $500 if the American record is

broken. Vincent Bendix offers $500
for the longest distance flight, the

prize to be raised to $1,000 for a new
American record.

Airlines Expand

—

TWA 9Sts new planes. UAL slops

ot Denver. AA vrill spend

$150,000

Boosting sfeeds by taking advantage

of the longer range made possible

with today’s equipment has put the

airlines in a strong position for cap-

turing an even larger share of tra-

vellers than last year’s 1,000,000.

Preparing for summer’s rush of
business, new planes are going into

service, new luxury inducements are

being offered on the country’s systems.

Last in the race for new and better

equipment precipitated when Douglas

introduced the now-nearly-standard

DC-3 and DST models of its famed
transport line, TWA went into service

on June 1 with its own version of

this latest model. Put first on the

transcontineiilal Sky. Chief schedules,

the new ships will carry TWA pas-

sengers coast-to-coast in fifteen hours

eastbound, seventeen westbound, with

only three stops-

The Skysleepers, as TWA calls iU

new ships, are licensed for 25 pas-

sengers, carry only 17. Eight will

ride in berths, and the other nine in

specially-designed chairs costing $500.

G-lOO Cyclones, developed by

Wright in conjunction with TWA
engineers specifically as "heavy-duty

transport engines," will provide the

total of 2,440 hp., of which 55 per

cent will be used for cruising opera-

New Ywk.Maatreol—Operating under

1 contract with Canadian-Colonial Air-

ways, American Airlines May IS inau-

gurated daily non-stop service between

Newark and Montreal, using 21-pas-

senger Douglas Flagships. The flight

will take one hour and 55 minutes.

American’s research program will

cost $150,000 in 1937, according to

Chief Engineer William Littlewood.

A tri-motored Stinson and a Douglas

DC-2 will be turned into flying labor-

atories for experimental purposes.

Denwf Wins Out—After ten years of

effort, Denver has won itself a place

of the transoontinenml airway map.

United Air Lines has instituted daily

service, flying the Chicago-Denver

leg non-stop.

Lost S Found—The Western Air Ex-

press plane which disappeared last

AVIATION
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New Fleet of Cyclone-Powered Douglas Transports

Increases Passenger Capacity 140%
BcaniiF Airways’ cAcient, friendly transportation policy resulted in a 154% increase

in passenger traffic last year. Now a new fleet of Wright Cyclone-powered Douglas Air-

liners has increased BranifT's passenger capacity 140%—to take care of steadily growing

BranifT Airways traffic from "The Great Lakes to the Gulf."

Wright Cyclones were specified by Branifl' to attain perfection in every detail of the

Douglas DC-2’s modern equipment. The increased horsepower and dependability of these

world-famous engines are essential factors in the swift, comfortable, sure flights of the

luxurious new BranifT transports across the heart of America.

"F/y W'il/i fTrig/ir The K'orld Over”^ HEIGHT ^



HAZARD ^^K0R5DLESS''

• ” KORoDLESS" Controls are the most reliable "reins" for

your sky vehicle. "Most reliable" because, in the first place,

they are made entirely of 18/8 stainless steel. They can't cor-

rode under any known flying condition. Secondly: they are

Informed and that means much greater fatigue resistance

to the sharp bends of small diameter sheaves. Then too, they

are equipped with processed fittings which, like the cable

itself, is made in strict accordance with the latest Army and
Navy specihcaticins—by the company that is in business for

your safety. Write for details.



by Alexander P. de Seversky. The
contract provides for the purchase of

two planes and mamifaciuring rights,

for ?370,000, and an option for two
more together with complete tooling

adequate for the production of ten

planes a day, for another $410,000,

Also provided is a working agreement
covering a three-year period, during
which Seversky Aircraft Corp. will

manufacture of the planes in Russia

on a large scale.

To take care of furtlier export

orders on the recently-released 2PA,
Seversky will set aside a complete
building at its Farmingdale, N. Y,,

plant, so that export manufacture will

not interfere with fulfillment of do-
mestic orders- .An export demon-
strator will soon be sent on a foreign

Taylor to Lock Haven
Fixai. selection of a factory site has

been announced by the Taylor Air-

craft Company. The company’s plant

at Bradford, Pa., was leveled by fire

last March, and since then production

has gone forward in temporary quar-

ters. The new factory will be located

in Lock Haven, Pa., wliere a factory

building has just been purchased. In-
dividual departments started moving
the middle of June, without interrupt-

ing production, and the entire transfer

is to be effected by July 1,

Production facilities will be doubled,

the new factory providing 100,000 sq.-

ft. of floor space. Value of improve-
ments in production facilities, exclu-

sive of the new building, totals $2?0,-

000.

Bermuda Service Starts

TRAI1.-BLAZINC New York-Bermuda
flights by Pan American Airways and
Imperial Airways began late in May-
After six round-trips by Pan Ameri-
can and three by Imperial, in which
no difficulties were encountered to

hinder regular service, the first pas-

senger flight from Bermuda was sche-

duled for June 16, the first from New
York two days later. For this run
PAA will use a Hornet-powered
Sikorsky S-42B flying boat, and Im-
perial -Airways will use one of their

Pegasus-powered Short Empire flying

boats. The Sikorsky will carry 24 or
28 passengers, die Empire boat 16.

Each will make one round trip a week,
providing alternate cooperative serv-

ice. New York base will be at Port
Washington, on Long Island, lor the

prosenL

Expansion in Security

SeCWSITY AiaCBAFT CoaPORATION

Long Beach, Cal., has recently started

construction of a new factory build-

ing measuring 50 by 200 ft. which

will provide, witli a mezzanine floor,

an addiliutial 60.000 sq. ft- of factory

Woip Junlat.powered SIlnioD RellanI, [t'l

the fUtl ol the new Relionlj with that

power plant

Anti-Static Device —
UAL develops system for static

discharge through a trailing wire

REDL'ClXn BAIN- AND SXOW-STAtIC by
means of a trailing disclinrgc wire
was announced June 22 hv H. M.
Hucke, in charge of L'nitetl Air Lines
Flying Laboratory. A fine wire is

suspended SO feet behind the plane at
the end of a larger wire. Between
the two wires is a suiipressor resistor.

Static picked up by the plane tends to

leak off via the fine wire, which is far

enough from the plane to reduce the
effect of the discharge on reception.

The suppressor resistor prevents the
discharge from reentering via the sup-

porting wire.

P. O. Seeks New Routes

E.xpan.sion of the aib .viail map is

indicated by four advertisements for

mail contract bids sent out by the

Post Office Department June 9, Most
important of the four new routes will

be one from Winslow, Ariz.„ to San
Francisco, by way of Las Vegas, Nev.,
and Fresno, Cal. The ICC recently

denied TWA permission to institute

service on this route on the ground
that it would be competitive with an-
other airline (UAL), though it was
admitted that such a service would be
in the public interest. Presumably
TWA will bid for the mail contract.

Other proposed routes are Washing-
ton-Buffalo via Baltimore and Harris-

burg; Uayton-Chicago via Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Huron, S. D.-
Clieyenne, Wyo., via Pierre and Rapid
City, S. D.

Navy Buys Ten More S-43s

FOUOWINC UP AN INITIAL OBUEE let

some lime ago for three Sikorsky S-43
amphibians, the Navy announce late

in May that a contract had been let

for ten more of the Hornet-powered
ships, at a price of $1,960,790. They
will be used for service with the fleet.

Cessnas Like Hotcakes

Sale dp six Cessna planes in one
lot to Mai Carberry, Oover Field,

i-anta Monica is reported by Dwane
I.. Wallace, president of the Cessna
Aircraft Company. Carberry, who is

Southern California Cessna distribu-

tor, has already taken delivery on five

Cessnas since the first of the year.

Coast Guard Wocos
Three new VA'aco five-piace cabin air-

planes have recently been delivered to
the U. S. Coast Guard—one to the

Coast Guard Air Station at Cape
May, N. J., and the other two to the

Air f’atrol Detachment at El Paso,
Tex. The one to Cape ^tay is

equipped with skis in addition to con-
ventional wheel landing gear. All
have been corrosion treated and pre-
pared for use on Edo pontoons.

Canadian Burnelli Shipped

Canadian Car & Foundrv, Canadian
licensee tor the Burnelli lifting fuse-
lage transport, was scheduled about
the middle of June to ship their first

ship to England for Air Ministry
evaluation. The Canadian version is

powered with Pratt It Whitney
Hornet engines. The ship will be
available for British Empire markets.

Ryan Output Climbs

Rvan production is being steadily in-

creased, according to T. Claude Ryan,
president of the Ryan Aeronautical
Company, During the first three
months of 1937 production totalled
eleven planes.

AVIATION

finotket jo!) fiioneeting . . . and a^ecln a ^llppet is ckoien to do it

BERMUDA hours
All jiraiAf to Pan American .-UnvuvA ami Imperial Airways for llieir brilliant

siicoe.ss in linking Benniula anti the United Slates bv air. Willi clock-like

precision tlieir punt flying lioat.s have demonstrated the possibilities of

international cooperation along ilie great trade routes of the world.

Taking its aeeuslonied place in over-water pioneering, a Sikorsky Clipper

siii\e\ed tbe route and is now in scbeduled service. \i'it!i its dependable

Pratt & Whilnev Hornets and Hamilton Stanilaril Con>tunt Speed Propellers,

llic Beriiiiida Clipper has written one more page in tbe extraordinary record

of Sikorsky acliievenienl.s.

SIKORSKY AIRCRAFT
IIRIHGEPORT, CONNECTICUT

DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION

AVIATION
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mUffh p4otde
Who's who and what they are doing

» The Bureau of Air Commerce is

filiinf in Ihe |;nps in its new sel-up.

Most recent appointment is that of

Richabo C. Gazlky as chief of the

Safety anil Planning Division. He will

supervise the seven sections engaged
in development and promotional work.

Graduating in aeronautics in 1924, Mr.
Gaalev was appointed research engi-

neer for Ihe N.A.CA. Shortly after

he went with Glenn L. Marlin Com-
pany as staff engineer of structural

design, and in 192" joined the Bu-

reau, serving as aeronautical engineer

until 1929, when he went forth on his

own as consulting engineer. In July,

1930, however, he was back with the

Bureau as chief of the engineering sec-

tion. In that capacity he had charge

of the preparation of engineering

standards covering aircraft, engines,

propellers and repair stations, anti the

checking of technical data and stress

analyses submitted by manufacturers.

» Dr. Hugo Eckeser was chosen to

receive the Daniel Guggenheim ifedal

for 1937 “for notable contributions to

traiis-occanic air transport and to in-

ternational cooperation in aeronautics."

Presentation will be made at a dinner

to be given in his honor in New York
on Dec. 17. the 34th anniversary of
Ihe first flight of the Wrights, Officers

of the Board of Award of the Daniel

Guggenheim Medal Fund for 1937 are

;

T, P. Wright, vice-president of Cur-
tiss-Wright Corporation, succeeding

Major E. E. Aldr:n as president;

SiiERMATC M. Fairchild, vice-presi-

dent; Jobs H, R. Arms, treasurer;

Major Lester D. Gardxer, secretary.

Other board members are Charles H,
CHATFiEt.n, Glenn I,. Martin, Tem-
ple N. Joyce, Thomas A, Morc.vn,

Dr, George W, Lewis, Prof. Bald-
win M. Woods, William B. Mayo.

» The bristling armory that is the

4-engined Boeing XB-IS will have at

the controls on its initial hops a slight,

mild mannered engineer, but one

whose skill as a test pilot assures com-
plete dominance of the formidable

bomber. Edmund T, Allen, consult-

ing engineer and test pilot, has been a
flyer for 20 years, and has test-piloted

almost every sire and variety of plane.

.'\fter wartime service with the Army

Signal Corps as instructor, Mr. -Allen

flew the Army mail, became lest pilot

for the N.A.C.A., then pilot fur the

Post Office Department. Since 1930

he has served as consulting engineer

for Douglas, Northrop, Lockheed,

Curtiss - Wright, Vought, General
Aviation, Stearman, TWA, Pan Amcr-
ican-Grace, and latterly Eastern Air
Lines. Most significant of his recent

work has been development of a
scientific basis for cruising control in

transport operation, as described in a

scries of articles {.Aviation, 1934,

1935) of which he was co-author witii

W. R.silev Oswald.

» EuMUNo L. Ryder becomes head of

engineering instruction for tlie Air

Transport Engineering and Practical

.Aeronautical Engineering courses at

Boeing Scliool of Aeronautics. In

1928 Mr. Ryder was assistant project

engineer and designer for Boeing Air-

plane Company, joining Seattle -Aero-

motive Corporation as chief engineer

in 1930, From there he went willi

Douglas as assistant project engineer

and since 1932 has been associated

with the University of Washington,
first as research assistant in tlic aero-

nautical engineering department and
for the past three years as instructor

of aeronautical engineering.

»Hamilton Standard Propellers Di-
vision of United Aircraft Corporation
has announced the appoiiiUneut of A.
fl. French as Installation Engineer.

Mr, French has been identified with

the organization for the past two years

and was formerly associated with Gen-
eral Electric Company and Pan Amer-
ican-Gracc Airways-

» From Manhattan’s sizzling towers

to Bermuda's coral strand went Avia-
tion's editor on June 8. Before the

staff could get to the anticipated ball

game, he svas back at his desk,—the

very next day in fact. It was Pan
American's U-S.A. Bermuda Oipper
whicli thus quickly transported him
and 23 New York and Washington
press nien on a perfect demonstration

flight, with a swim tossed in. Shortly

after the first passenger trips Pan
-American announced tile tentative per-

sonnel ill charge of tlie Bermuda Serv-

ice and the Atlantic Survey. J.

Carroll Cone, recently Assistant Di-

rector of the Bureau of Air Commerce
is Acting Division Manager, Atlantic
Division; Edwaru W. McVitty, Act-
ing Division Engineer; Clarence H.
Schildiiauer, Acting Operations

Manager; Wilson T. Jarboe. Jr.,

Acting Division Communications Su-
perintendent. The three latter come
from within the ranks of Pan .Amcr-

AVIATIOH

» Clancey Davhoff, dean of Pacific

Coast airline publicity men, has been

promoted to general manager of the

TWA news bureau with headquarters

in Chicago. Dayhoff will take his as-

sistant, William Wagner, to Chicago

with him. In Los -Angeles a second

major shift occurred when Don
Black, formerly in charge of Los
Angeles publicity for United -Air

Lines, accepted a position with TW.A
to fill the position vacated by Daylioff.

Arthur LaVove, Los Angeles news-

paperman was named by Haroi.d

Craby to take over United publicity

for Southern California. He will lie

assisted by Miss Maxine Finley.

» Racnar T. Frenc, veteran pilot in

the field of instrument-landing, has

been named chief of flying for United

Air Lines.

» In 1922, F. R, Shanley, a violin

student at the Institute of Musical .Art

in New York, had hitched his wagon
to the concert platform as a career.

An urge for engineering deflected his

course, and after graduating from
Pennsylvania Slate College as a re-

frigeration engineer, he found him-

self in that capacity with the New
York Ice Machinery Company. .A

year later, realizing that aeronautics

appealed more strongly, Shanley

joined the engineering staff of Con-
solidated Aircraft Corporation whert
he remained for two years. He then

went with the Airworthiness Section

of the Certificates & Inspection Divi-

sion of the Bureau of Air Commerce,
and with the exception of a year spent

with Hall Aluminum Aircraft Com-
pany as engineer, was connected with

the Bureau from 1930 until his present

post, again on the engineering staff of

Consolidated -Aircraft Corporation.

Mr. Shanley is well-known to -Avia-

tion's readers through his frequent

contributions on engineering problems,

Ihe most recent of which, "Stress

Ratios," appe-rred in June. 1937.

»Paul Kollssian, president of

Kollsman Instrument Company, is

getting ready to move his plant from

Brooklyn to tlie newly remodeled

factory at Elmhurst, Long Island,

which is expected to be ready for

occupancy about August 1st Mr.

Kollsman was born in Germany and

for several years after coming to this

country was engaged in cngineeriiu;

work. In 1928 he organized the Kolls-

man Instrument Company to develop

and manufacture precision aircraft in-

struments, his first success being the

Kollsman sensitive altimeter, which

made possible the first blind landing in

1929 by Major James Doolittle, The
company's greatly augmented line of

insti'umcnts are now made under li-

cense in England, Germany, and

Japan.

» Winners of the 1937 W, E- Boeing

Scholarships were : First award {.Air-

line Pilot and Air Transport Engi-

neering course) to R. Dickson Speas

of M.I.T.; second award (Practical

Aeronautical Engineering and Ama-
teur Pilot courses) to Robert T. Lam-
SON of University of Washington;

tliird award (Airline Operations and

Amateur Pilot courses) to Willia.m

-A, Wickers of Hope College; fourth

award (Airline Mechanic course) to

George T. Hayes, of Riverside Junior

College.

» The Chance Vought Airplane De-

sign Prize for 1937 went to Robert

Boyer, a senior student at the Daniel

Guggenheim Scliool of Aeronautics of

New York University, for his design

of a single-engiiied transport plane.

Upon graduation Mr. Boyer will enter

the design department of Locklieed

-Aircraft Corporation,

»A meeting of the stockholders of

Maewhyte Company resulted in the

election of George S. Whyte, for-

merly president, as chairman of the

board of directors. His son, Jesseu S.

Whyte, former vice-president and

general manager, succeeds him as

president, retaining his general man-

agership.

»l<e-igniilg his position »ith A'iking

Flying Boat Cumpany, F. T. Kurt is

now associated I'ith Gillies .Aviation

Corporation as an aviation consultant

and in aircraft sales work. He has

also taken over the presidency of the

Country Club Flying Service, oper-

ating at the -Aviation Country Club of

Long IslantL

Two aviation people received the

honorary degree of Doctor of Science

from Norwich University of Norili-

field, Vt.i

—

Colonel Edgar S. Gor-
RELL, president of Ihe Air Transport

Association of America, for "devoting

his entire time to formulating a solid

business foundation for the air line

industry of America,” and Willis R.

Gregg, chief of the United States

Weather Bureau, acclaimed as “a dis-

tinguished contributor to the advance-

ment of the science of meteorology.”

».\1urr.vy Hawi.ey, heretofore traffic

representative at Eastern Air Lines’

New York office, has resigned to be-

come sales manager of North Beach

Air Scnice. where he will be in

cliargc of sales of Howard airplanes.

»From Far and Wide; Capt. Papasa
of the Rumania Air Force, all the way

to 1-ong Island to take a course of

training witli Aircraft & Radio In-

strument Training Co. at Roosevelt

Field. . . - Major SonEROERC of the

Swedish .Air Force who received a

demonstration on instrument flying at

Ihe same source and purchased a Link

Trainer to be used in Sweden. . . .

E. R. Desoutter of Desoulter

Brotliers, Hendon. England, to nego-

tiate for the handling of his firm's

pneumatic tools and to spot possible

sources at our aircraft factories. . . .

MiLENKO MixTROVic. chief engineer

and Vladimir Stbizevski, chief pilot

of the Jugoslavian airline “Aeropul”;

Luts de Gonzales of the Columbian

Army; H. S. Rovce, production en-

gineer and .A. G. Elliott, chief de-

signer of Rolls Royce, England; and

J. C. Standrino, works manager of

the propeller section of de Havilland

Company, England; all with faces

turned towards our aircraft production

units. . . . John H. Millar of Millar

Aviation Ltd.. London, on a commer-

cial mission for his company.

To Far and Wide: Amy Mollison.

homeward hound, and audibly dis-

gruntled at the cancellation of the

New York-Pari' Race "to protect Pan
American .Airways.” . . . W. W.
Keu.ett. president and R. N. PREwin,
executive engineer of Kellctt Anto-

giro. in Europe to sluily further auto-

giro ilevelnpments.





mainisnaiice of airpUnsi and engines,

depreciation of airplanes and engines,

I. Comparing types "A" and "B,"

we sec that the performance of type

"A” is appreciably the better, as is

{riirn lo pope 67)

€»C»|S)/B.Hp.

WHEN TIME FLIES TOO FAST FOR TIME TABLES
A decision on the ground may be needed in

Texas oil fields . . . while a labor situation calls

for immediate personal attention in the West

... or a regional sales meeting can’t be missed

down in Miami. Such emergency demands on

the executive’s time become routine with a

company owned Lockheed airplane. Indc*

pendent of time tables he makes his own

flight schedules, saving hours or even days.

"if Just as Lockheeds are owned by more

famous fliers than any other ship so are cor-

porations buying more Lockheeds for execu-

tive use than all other transport makes com-

bined. A query on your letterhead brings

details of the Lockheed Eleclra transport or

the Lockheed 12 executive model and how

they can fit into your business scheme.

* LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION,

Burbank, Calif. New York,614 Chrysler Bldg.;

Chicago, 2.35.S Field Bldg. ; Dallas, Love Field.



How Many Engines?
(Conlinurd from pagi 64)

alio llie payload, per cent payload,

per cent useful load, and all operatini;

costs. Thus Type “A" is superior to

"B" on all counts, which indicates that

it is better in every way to use two
large engines than four smaller ones

of the same total horsepower. Com-
paring types “B” and "C," we see

that performance, weights, and operat-

ing costs per payload-unit improve for

a given airplane type as we go to

still larger and larger airplanes, at

least within the present range of con-

templated airplane sizes.

It is interesting to note that, by
interpolation between types “B" and

'*C", we find that a four-engine trans-

port must be at least 45,000 lb. in

gross weight with 1000 hp. engines to

have equivalent performance, weight

ratios, and cost per payload unit of

the two engine airplane of 53,000 lb.

gross weight. Hence it appears that

a four-engine airplane must be about

one-third larger than a two-engine de-

sign of the same type to have equal

efficiency to the two engine.

Can the conclusions drawn from

these specific examples be applied to

all types and sizes of airplane? To
answer this, let us consider some gen-

eral characteristics of aircraft engines,

comparing the engines on the basis

of the maximum power developed.

Table II and Fig. 1 to 5 have been

prepared for representative radial air-

cooled engines of the highest power
ratings in their respective classes. We
ha\-e restricted this study to radial air-

cooled engines, in order that all the

characteristics may be more directly

comparable, inasmuch as the specific

weights per horsepower of in-line

air-cooled engines are essentially the

same as those of the equivalent radial

engines, and the estimated nacelle

drags of the installed power units do

not differ appreciably.

From Fig. 1 it is seen tliat the

engine weight per horsepower has de-

creased with increasing horsepower in

the single row and twin row types in

the range of powers shown. An ob-

servation, of secondary significance in

the present considerations, is the

weight differential of about 0,1 Ib./hp.

in favor of the sii^le row type where

such are available. It has been found

ior controllable propellers that the

weight per horsepower is generally

around 0.3 lb-/hp. and does not vary

appreciably with the power rating in

the range of commercially available

propellers.

However, the specific weights per

horsepower of many details of a power

plant installation do decrease consider-

ably with increasing power, particu-

larly such items as: nacelle structure,

engine cowling, engine controls, acces-

sories, instruments, and iuel and oil

systems. The effects of these items

have been estimated for a particular

case, assuming a constant amount of

fuel and oil capacity per horsepower.

Tlie results, plotted in Fig. Z, show
that tile installation weight is largely

responsible for the weight differential

in favor of the larger power plant units.

From the above considerations, it

can be generalized that the emfly
weight of any given rise airplane with

a given total horsepower ufll be a

uimiunun tc/ieu the nirptane is de-

signed soith the fewest nmnber of the

most powerful engines available and

suilablc-

In considering the performance, the

nacelle drag can be expressed in terms

of “parasite area", f, as defined in

reference 4 as:

pV
Drng = f. {!)

2

V is velocity of airplane

I'or a nacelle of the type commonly
used today, mounted on the wing lead-

ing edge, the parasite area in

ing with cowl flaps relracletl

expressed by the empirical equation

N'acelle parasite area f„ = .0163D +
.0271Vb.hp.iiiax. (2)

D = engine diameter—Inches

h.hp, = max. engine power

In equation (2) the first tenii

(.0163D) covers the "external drag'*

of the air flowing over the outside of

the nacelle. This relationship is be-

lieved to be correct because, although

the frontal area varied as D’, the

length of nacelles is usually detennined

by the balance requirements for the

weight of the airplane, and by the

need to house the retracted landing

gear. Since the length increases rela-

tively slightly with the diameter, the

external area {and consequently the

skin friction) varies only slightly

more rapidly than D. Talcing into

account the fact that greater aerody-

namic refinement is practical for

larger engines, and that the Reynolds

Number increase further reduces the

drag coelKcients, the conclusion is

reached that the external drag of the

nacelles varies as D, as shown by the

equation.

In equation (2) the second term

(.0271Vb.hp. max.) represents the

"internal drag" which includes the

cooling drag and other losses in the

air passing thru the engine. In this

case again, the higher powered en-

gines make practical greater efficien-

cies in cooling by the use of tighter in-

tercylinder baffles, engine cowl flaps,

and closer cowling, so that the ex-

ponent of this term tecomes the square

root in place of the first power which

would otherwise maintain.

The variations of engine diameter,

nacelle parasite area, and the ratio

of f,/b.hp. are shown in Fig. 3 to 5.

Fig. 5 seems particularly significant

when it is appreciated that the value

of f/bJip. is .010 to .015 for complete

airplanes with maximum speeds at sea

level equal to 200 m.p.h. to 230 m.p.h.

Therefore, on such airplanes the

nacelle drag represents approximately

j of the total if 200 hp. engines are

used; i of the total drag if 400 hp.

engines are used ; i of the total drag if

800 hp. engines are used; 1/9 of the

total drag if 1600 hp. engines are used.

If the maximum speed is greater, the

effect of nacelle drag is greater; while

if the maximum speed is less, the

effect of the nacelle drag is less.

Fig. 6 gives the relationship between

the ratio (f-l-CoiS)/bJip, and the

maximum speed at sea level which

holds true for all airplanes when the

propeller efficiency is corrected to ,80.

Using Fig. 6 in conjunction with Fig.

estimate the percentage of

nacelle drag for any airplane of a

certain speed, with wing engines of a

certain power. From these data, it is

easy to discern another underlying

theorem that the speed of any given

siee multiengined airplane with a

given tolai horsepower will be greatest

sohen the airplane is designed with

the fewest number of the niosl power-

ful engines available and suitable.

Tlie economics of operations are

affected by both the weight (payload)

and the speed for a given power in

such a way that the operating cost,

as controll^ by both of these factors,

will be the least for an airplane of a

given size and total horsepower which

incorporates the highest powered en-

gines as seen above. The other fac-

tors of operating cost are also im-

AVIATIOH



proved by using high powered engines,

particularly the cost of maintenance of

the engines, controls, fuel systems, etc.,

when considered in terms of cost per

horsepower developed. Furthermore

the fact, as discussed above, that a two

man crew can handle any twin engine

transport airplane while at least a three

man crew is necessary for four en-

gines reflects to the disadvantage of

any four engine transport using rela-

tively small engines which could be

replaced by two larger engines.

ConcluBions

1. Thi safely of Ivjo engine and

four engine Iransporls when operaling

over land os in the United States is

essentially etjml, both types offering

great safety when using modem en-

gines which have high reliability. The
two engine transport is believed to

offer relatively greater security in

take-off and the four engine trans-

port greater security in cruising.

2. For a given siae airplane re^nfr-

ing a certain total horsepower, the

payload, performance, and operating

costs are all the optimum when the

airplane is designed to incorporate the

fewest number of the most powerful

engines available and suitable.

3. White not substantiated conclu-

sively by the data of this paper, it

should be remarked that airplanes can

be improved with respect to payload

ratios, performance, and operating cost

per payload-unit by going to greater

size and gross weights, at least in the

range of sizes of the presently con-

ceived transport airplanes-

4. It was concluded from a specific

example that a four-engine airplane

must be at least one-third larger than

a two engine airplane of the same type

in order to have equal efficiency based

on payload ratios, performance, and

operating cost per payload miff.

S. From the above it logically fol-

lows that the policy governing the

selection of equipment by airline opera-

tors in order to obtain the greatest

efficiency of operation should be the

following

:

a. Develop and use multi-engined

airplanes of the largest possible size

consistent with the amount of traffic

to be handled and the frequency of

schedule desired.

b. Equip these multi-engined air-

planes with the fewest number of the

most powerful engines available and

suitable to the size of the airplane.

c. Note that with the presently to

be available engines, the optimum
twin-engine airplanes for payload and

economy of operation is believed to be

one using 1500 hp. engines having a

weight of about 33,000 lb. gross. A
four engine transport, to be used on

routes where the traffic is sufficient to

fill airplanes of all sizes to an equal

proportion of their payload, should

have a gross weight of about 45,000 lb.

to obtain an operating efficiency equal

to the above twin-engine transport.

1. Wright, T. P.t Relation between

Airplane Design and Commercial Uses of
(fiVp/oMM—^per read at Annual Meet-

ing of the American Society of Mechani-
cal Engineers in New York—December
1928.

2. Perkins, Kendall: The Relative

Safety of Multi-Engine Airplanes. lonr-

nai of Aero Sciences, January, 1936.

3. Perkins. Kendall: Dollar Values in

Airplane Design. Jonmat of Aero Sei-

enccs. February. 1937.

A. Oswald, W. Bailey; General For-

mulae and Chart for the CalculatioH of
Airplane Performance. NACA TR408.

Compasses
(Cowfiniifrf from page 23)

In applying the error due to devia-

tion it is important to remember, as

with variation, that the compass

markings indicate direction by mov-

ing rclatis'c to a fixed lubber's line

representing the head of the aircraft

If the compass card be pulled 10° to

the left or west by deviation, a plane

heading 20' magnetic would show a

reading of 30'.

Thus it is seen that easterly devia-

tion should be added to the compass

course to obtain the magnetic course.

and westerly deviation should be sub-

Deviation cast, compass least.

Deviation west, compass best.

Acceleration and Turning Errors

A freely suspended magnetic needle

aligns itself with the earth's lines of

force, which dip below the borizonjal

from 0" at the magnetic equator to

90* at the magnetic pole.

TunUag Enota—This error was first

noted for turns made on Morth-south

courses, and is called the northerly

turning error. Actually it is only one

case of the general problem. If on

a northerly course a plane turns short

right and banks normally, the accele-

ration is to the east and the compass

will also be banked with the plane, so

that the plane of the needle is tilted.

In this position of tilt the compass

needle will be acted on by the vertical

as well as by the horizontal component

of the earth’s total magnetic force

while at the same time the needle is

mechanically restricted to effective

motion in the tilted plane. The needle

therefore takes a resultant position

with its north end to the right or east

of the correct compass course, and at

an angle below tlie horizontal less

than the total angle of dip.

Acceleration Errore— In turning right

from north it is the acceleration to

the east which tilts the plane of the

needle and causes the easterly devia-

tion. Acceleration on an easterly

course sufficient to give this same an-

gle of tilt would cause the same de-

viation. In other words, turning,

slowing, or speeding-up cause aecete-

rations, which in turn tilt the com-

In turning left from north, or accel-

erating to the west, we find by the

same reasoning, that the needle is

deflected to the west, giving a westerly

deviation. In the case of northerly

accelerations, the plane of the needle is

tilted up aft and the needle is more
nearly aligned with the earth's lines of

force so that the directive force of the

needle is made stronger, without caus-

ing deviation. For southerly accelera-

tions the needle becomes more nearly

perpendicular to the earth's lines of
force and loses all or part of the direc-

tive force. The same reasoning will

make dear the action of the compass
on other headings and in other lati-

We may therefore make a general

rule covering the action of the com-
pass under acceleration, whether this

be due to a change of course or speed.

North LoUtudo

Easterly acceleration causes Easter-

ly deviation; Westerly acceleration

causes Westerly deviation.

Easterly acceleration causes West-
erly deviation; Westerly acceleration

causes Easterly deviation.

These rules are diagrammed in

Fig. 1.

(Turn lo page ?I)

Igi2—Longest overwater flight to dale . . . o distance of 33 miles . . .

was made by this hydroplane built by Glenn L. Martin. Newport,

Colifornia lo Catalina Island.

BUILDERS OF DEPENDABLE AIRCRAFT SINCE 1909

1^37—Martin-built "China'' Clippers maintain scheduled operation over a

9,400 mile non-slop hop on their 8,000 mile route from the Golden

Gate to the Orient.



These luxurious airplanes now in operation

from coast to coast over Transcontinental and

Western Airways, are equipped with

8 Comfortable Berths

9 Deluxe Chairs

and the traditional...

lOmm'liisIrumerits

PIONEER INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INCORPORATED • BROOKLYN, N. Y.

A SUBSIDIARY OF THE BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

Compasses
^Con^^llllfd from page PSl

Fiactieal Compensation

In compenssting compasses ior ie-

viations caused by adjacent magnetic

materials in the plane itself a fen-

simple rules are useful. Stow tools

and other magnetic items In normal
position, then:

a. Head die plane on magnetic north.

b. Place athwanship magnets so as to

make the compass read 0. When-
ever the compass reading is being

taken the fuselage and controls

should be approximately in the po-

sition of level flight and the com-
pass should be tapped with the An-

ger.

c. Head magnetic east.

d. Place fore-and-aft magnets so as to

make the compass read 90*.

e. Head ISO" magnetic. If the com-
pass is out more than 2‘ or 3", re-

move half of the remaining devia-

tion by atbwartship magnets.

f. Head 270" magnetic. If die com-
pass is out more than 2* or 3°, re-

move half of the remaining devia-

tion with fore-and-aft magnets.

Z- Now head 0° magnetic and note the

deviation of the compass. Head
45*. 90", 135", 180", 225", 270", and
315* magnetic and note the devia-

tion in the same way, and make out

a table of the deviation in the same
way, and make out a table of the

deviation for all headings on which
it was noted.

h. With the table of deviation as made
out, plot a curve of magnetic course

deviations, then pick off from this

curve the deviation on each 10*

magnetic heading and complete a
compass card or course converter

for handy reference in the plane.

For special cases, and for further

details, see Chapter VI, Air Naviga-
tion. (McGraw-Hill Book Conipanv,

New York.)

Other CompoBses

While the magnetic compass just

described is the only one generally

used in aircraft, there ai*e several

other types, as follows;

a. Earth Inductor Compass which

uses the earth’s lines of force as

the field of a generator, the vari-

able current from which indicates

the direction, it is not in general

use. For details see Chapter XVI,
Air Navigation.

b. Sun Compass, consisting of a 24
hour clock tilted to the angle of Che

latitude, so that the sun's shadow
indicates true direction. Its prin-

cipal use is in the polar regions.

c. Holmes Telecompass, whicli util-

izes the variable resistance through

the compass liquid to operate re-

peaters and to overcome inertia.

For a description see Air Naviga-

tion, British Empire Edition,

tl. Cathode Kay Compass, which util-

izes the electron "gun" and screen

to indicate true direction. This de-

vice is undergoing development and
olTers interesting possibilities. It is

also described and illustrated in the

new British Empire Edition of Air
Navigation.

Tooling lor Production
tCoiUmaed from page Z7)

engineering, more plarming, operation

sheets, layout, designing and building

of tools. All this work is performed

by specialized groups that cannot be

rapidly expanded for short periods.

There are also practical limitations to

the amount of equipment that may be

accumulated and also to the personnel

that can be concentrated in a short

space of time.

There docs not seem to be much
question but that because of the con-

dition described, it takes longer to get

under way, however, several things

may be done to lighten peak loads.

The most fortunate position is to have

continuity of business, enabling an or-

ganization to retain its trained person-

nel. This alone would cut the elapsed

lime usually required to get under way
about 25 per cent, Other aids are ad-

vanced bills of material and schedul-

ing ill proper sequence of Engineering

releases of parts and assemblies which

entail the biggest manufacturing prob-

lems. A sound long range policy for

planning and purchasing equipment on

a budget basis is not only helpful but

essential. Accurate knowledge of

equipment capacity for making tools

and fabrication of parts help to deter-

mine bow much subcontracting, if

any, should be considered.

A recognition of the personnel prob-

lem and particularly supervision will

aid materially. Departments of small

importance in the past have become
the major ones and viceversa; some
have been eliminated altogether and
new ones have been created. Shifting

and training of personnel, if possible,

from within the organization is an-

other problem requiring study and
good judgment.

NJI.C.A. Picnic
(Continued from page 29)

physical eflect of the acceleration on
passengers immediately demands study.

One-half "g” is not considered exces-

sive for passenger comfort and a cata-

pult producing this acceleration on the

above hypothetical airplane with high

lift device and constant speed propeller

would reduce the take-off distance to

1,150 ft. But to get llie necessary

thrust from a catapult to launch a

plane of specifications similar to the

new DC-4 would require 3,250 hp. To
obtain this from an electric motor
would be impractical and too expen-

sive for serious consideration. A
heavy flywheel, however, could be

AVlATietl

made to store sufficient energy for the

purpose in about 5 minutes using an
electric motor of small horsepower and

Since seaplanes are being used in

long range over ivaier operations, the

committee has been seeking improved
take-off characteristics in their design.

Work in the towing tank (which is

soon to be lengthened by nearly 1,000

ft.) has indicated that resistance and
manner of take-off are important fac-
tors. Progressive steps on a hull model
of proper beam showed original take-
off time of 58 sec. was reduced to 48

(Turn lo page 72)
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Find the answer every month in Aviation—the oldest Ameri-
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New training methods—new flying practices—new theories,

money making suggestions—important maintenance and

repair ideas for those who fly for pleasure or business, trans-
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One Hundred Octane Gas

Pioneered by SHELL

Shell is first to

make 100 octane

aviation fuel

available

commercially!

For years the Aviation Industry lias waiteil for a fuel

‘itich as tills. It knew that new, more iiowerful

eiiKim-.s could lie built if the octane rating of available fuel

could be increased. It knew 1011 Ortune Gas would he the

answer to giealrr poorer . . . more speed . . . inereased pay loads!

The .stumbling bloek hurl been the manufaeture of the

chemical isu-octane in comniercial (juaiilitic’s. .\fter several

years of work, Shell scientists and technienaiis tleveioiied

refinery jiroec.sscs and equipment which did the job.

The next step— 100 Octane Gas itself— followed. For the

first time in the history of aviation— 100 Octane Ethyl

Aviation Gasoline was made available— by Shell!

Shell .\viution Fuels (Oetane Rating 70 to 100) and Shell

Petroleum Products arc available at most airports through-

out the country.

SHELL AVIATION GASOLINE

I L at ID
iCoiilinueii from page ~2)

type of vertical navigation is not tuu

reliable, because of the many factors

which can change the signal level

followed, such as changes in trans-

mitter power and receiver sensitivity,

which are guarded against but which

are dilltcult to eliminate entirely.

[n the demonstration of the system,

six or eight passengers weri taken

aloft at a time, and three crowded

into the rear of the pilot's cabin to

view the workings. The operation

was substantially the same as indi-

cated in the above description with a

few minor exceptions, which made the

demonstration less striking but were
not signiheant otherwise. In the first

place, the lamps on the indicator did

not light, since their relay controls

were set for the European system of

dots on the right and dashes on the

left, in contrast to the A-N system

used in this country. This also affected

the utility of the horizontal indication,

hut had no effect on the vertical in-

dication. The aural signals were very

clear and definite, however, and
in the demonstration, they seemed to

be used by the pilot in preference to

the visual indicator.

The presence of strong north-west

crosswind across the run-way, a rare

occurrance according to the authori-

ties, made it rather embarassing for

the demonstrators, since they could

not complete any landings during the

demonstration. A considerable degree

of crabbing was necessary to hold the

course down the beam, and a landing

with that aspect would have heen

dangerous. Consequently the plane

was brought within a few feet of the

ground and then immediately lifted

clear. This in no way detracted from
the performance of the equipment, but

it did show one of the limitations of

all blind-landing systems, namely the

necessity either of portable equipment
or of equipping two run-ways (pos-

sibly two run-ways in both directions)

with the apparatus, to adjust the land-

ing beam to the prevailing wind con-

ditions. The other school of thought

says, of course, that heavy wind is

very rare in 0-0 conditions, and that

complete 0-0 is so rare that the pilot

almost always sees the ground in time

to head up the wind before landing.

With heavy transport planes the latter

maneuver is to say the least difficult.

In any event the question of wind-

direction was emphasized in the In-

dianapolis tests; and it must be

answered before the problem is finally

Comparison with other
1-L systems

'I'lie concensus among many of the

engineers present was that the Lorenz

system is not very dilferent from the

Bureau of Standards System or the

newer Washington Institute of Tech-

nology, not at least in principle. The
metlu^ of establishing the guide beam

with vertically-polarized di-poles and

reflectors is a departure, since tlie

B. S. system used a miniature localizer

similar to the radio range antenna

system. And the operating frequen-

cies of the Lorenz system, are lower,

33 and 38 Me. compared with 91 Me.

in the B. S. system. These are ap-

paratus differences only, and have but

little effect on the operation of the

system as a whole. The Loienz system

has been very carefully built, and the

consistency of operation of the trans-

mitters, their stability and interlock-

ing, and the elaborate monitoring

system are all improvements which
will probably be incorporated in all

system to be equally serviceable with

the electric operated retracting system.

In preparing for production of the

Model 14 we made renewed compara-
tive studies of structural materials and
of fabricating methods. As a result

we have adopted extruded sections on

a wider scale. In this connection we
iiave developed a new economy
through punching complete rows of

rivet holes in extruded stringers in one
operation. These extruded strips then

serve directly as drill jigs for the

drilling of rivet holes in the skin. We
have also found the use of forgings on

a wider scale to be more economical in

cost and weight than castings. Es-

pecially when forgings can be ordered

for one hundred or more planes at a

time the savings are appreciable.

In organizing production of the

Model 14 we were both helped and

hindered by the fact that our factory

was being expanded and re-organ-

ized. Such confusion as existed ham-
pered some phases of early production,

but new buildings and a rc-Iocation of

departments has made it possible for

us to lay out the various production

Itilurc developments. But the same
weaknesses apply to the Lorenz system
as liavc to all previous attempts. One
is the wind-direction problem previ-

ously referred to. The other is the

unsatisfactory state of the vertical

glide-path indication, which is sub-

ject to error, and even when operating

perfectly, not very easy to follow with

the plane. The fact that the horizontal

indicator gives but little idea oi the

amaunl by which the ship is off the

beam is also a limitation, only partly

relieved by the fact that the signal

gives some indication of the amount
of left-or-right deviation. And the

continuous navigation problem in

which the pilot must indulge, just

when things are thickest, is not to be

laughed off lightly.

But the day is not far off, for all

that, when major airports will be fitted

with regularly-operating I-L equip-

ment. Just what form it will take,

or what new improvements will appear

to remove the difficulties mentioned, is

not clear at present The Indianapolis

demonstration showed progress, espe-

cially in the equipmentation of the

system. But we still wait, in this

writer’s opinion, for the final answer.

units in ideal relation to each other

so the long term result will no doubt

be beneficial.

We have gone the limit in building

up “workable” jigs for all parts of

the plane. The fuselage jig permits

twenty men to work on the fuselage

at once and others are in proportion.

In the handling of all problems of

engineering and production design the

greatest credit for creative work and
constructive cooperation belongs to

James Gerschler, assistant chief engi-

neer; Clarence Johnson, chief re-

search engineer; Carl Bead, project

engineer; and Charles Thomas, chief

stress analyst. Of course we are

proud of the complete teamwork ex-

isting throughout the plant from Rob-
ert E. Gross, president; right through

to the newest apprentice. By coopera-

tion, by fore-thought, and by intense

concentration an the problem of speed-

ing production from the day the word
"Go” is given to the engineering de-

partment we believe that we have

come a long step forward in bringing

high speed production to the manufac-
ture of high speed aircraft.

Lockheed Model 14
(Con/inued from page 34)
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SPEQALLY DESIGNED—- -IGHT-
WEIGHT AIRCRAFT RECEIVER—Single

" ' Hghi planw.

OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE — A
Itiiee band receiver (200-400. 5)0-1)00,

2800 6500 KC). Weighs only 5* Ilj. For

LOW-COST RADIO
DIRECTION FINDER

AT LAST A COMPLETELY
AUTOMATIC ANTENNA REEL—
Electrically operaled. Reels antenna "in

and out" automatically. Weight 15 lbs.

Complete ready to install. .. $198.00

A TRANSMITTER OF MAXIMUM
FLEXIBILITY AND PERFORM-
ANCE—30 watts output. CW, MCW,
and Phone. Frequency range 2900-

$3<X) KC. Complete ready to in-

stall $388.50

Write LEAR DEVELOPMENTS, INC.,
St 17th St-, New York, N. Y.

There’s news in the advertising pages
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tributing to the rapid growth of flying

Read the advertising pages of Aviation

* in this and every issue

(A McGraw-Hill Publicailon)
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A CARLOAD OF RYANS

We have received and assembled a

carload of high performance Ryan

S-Ts. Enthusiastic acceptance here

in the East is responsible for this

wholesale order.

Pilots throughout the East have gone

mildly mad over the most beautiful

sport trainer ever offered at any

price. Dealers have accepted it be-

cause they can expect real service

from us. We expect to order another

carload soon.

Distributors of RYAN & BEECH-

CRAFT airplanes, JACOBS and

MENASCO motors, and STANAVO

• Any way you look at it, this Porterfield cer-

tainly is, as the boys would say, "a pip’T Neal

fuselage. Sleek lines. And a linish that would pul

any beauteous star to shame! h But snappy, color-

ful looks are only part oi Porterfield's idea in using

Sherwin-Williams Aircraft Finishes. There's plus

proteclion and preservation in these highest qual-

ity dopes. They keep fabrics drum-taut in heat and

cold, in wet or dry weather. They stand up under

oU the conditions of an airplane's strenuous life.

They are economical in application as well as in

use. (A "must" when you're making—and flying

— low cost planes!) Get the facts about these

finishes. Write the Aeronautical Division, The

Sherwin-Williams Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

aviaHon products. We maintain sta-

tion equipment for the repair of

JACOBS and MENASCO motors. SEC THE SHBRWIN WIILIAMS

Our completely equipped repair shop

is always ready to serve you.

^fJ. WHirNEY. IN<^
F L Y I N

?cfsoMX.*EmifTS

SHERwin -WlLL IAMS



Safety?
WITH IRVINS

T 40 governments
Great Britain.

• Manufactured Exclusively by . . .

IRVING AIR CHUTE CO., INC. 1 6 7 0 JEFFERSON AVENUE
BUFFALO, NEW YORK, U.S.A.

! Glendale. CoUIomia— Fort Erie (North! Ontario— Lelchworth. Herts, England.

B*A*30 AIRPLANE WING CLOTH
IS LIGHTER, STRONGER AND MORE
CLOSELY WOVEN TQAN
AIRFOIL FABRI^ ^OM

« DIALERS AND )«ANBFACTURERS
PROMPT ATTENTION.

^^QNGTON SEARS COMPANY, 65
I^RTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

VISUALIZER MAKES CORRECT
PUNE REFINISHING EASY

or their jobbers aod"r<

BERRY BROTHERS

AUmUIPD
AVIATION ECOlPMENT & EXPORT • INO.

E't.^VfP StPC ET. Nlt>» Vcctl ClT». U. s. A. CXBI.E At>DDES« : AVICOIPC

AVIATION SCHOOLS

Arthur Brisbane said

.

TODAY MARION McKEEN says

go. all McKEEN-

MARION McKEEN. Aeromum

five years ago.

TAUGHT pilots are alive—and flyir

R FIELD— SANTA MONICA— CALIF.

Ai Amthct’i Faftmett Sebeei oF ArreneutJci v/

'

OUR TRAINIMO WILL—
^

KSaWv ,^save you time...

fflpv ' .TfiEI YOU AJOB... ,

I U R T 1 S 5 - lU R 1 G H T lEIHnilHl HIST
CRAND CENTAAL AIA TFRMINAL • GLENDALE • LOS ANGELES . C

1 T U T E

PARKS AIR COLLEGE
Offers COLLEGE AND PROFESSIONAL TRAINING Majoring in AvIaNoi

/VVIATIONI
5S""""

AIRPLANE MECHANICS
ARE IN DEMAND

WARREN SCHOOL OFAERONjlUTICS

aflb APPRENTICES

1
£s;;x''s»' ^;s'.'v LOS SNOSLSS - - US W. ISthli.



Planes, Ensines and Parts For Sale—Products—Services

Copy for Classified Advertisements in the

August Issue Required by July 19

Planes, Engines and Parts For

|aSfls£fc|E

Pl^li i



Planes, Engines and Parts For Sale—Products—Services

Positions Vacant

iSwk? memtcr*" AK“mSluSiSf“^Jigi!S?
Muu hive several vesrs' broad eipenenct. State

AERO-WAYS, INC.
TAYLORCRAFT DISTRIBUTORS

SPECIAL BARGAIN

WHERE TO BUY
NEW EQUIPMENT—ACCESSORIES—MATERIALS—SUPPLIES

AIRPORT SIRENS
MHr PURPOSES

»»T ITANINE*
TITANINE INC. UNION, N.d.

RECORDING TACHS
wM v£2f3^^ief-'Wvi. ' 'tl^aiUl'. f

Professional
Services

JOHN W. POOLE

Planes, Engines and Parts For Sale—Products—Services
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SAFE CONTROLS
ARE RIGGED WITH.

AIRCRAFT CORD

S
TEP by step, the remarkable progress

of commercial flying has been matched

by increasing demands on aircraft materials

and accessories. To keep step with this de-

velopment, Roebling Aircraft Cord has

been continually improved ... to provide

the maximum of control safety. As a result,

the large majority of commercial plane

builders equip their ships with Roebling

Control Cord.

KEEPING PACE WITH AN INDUSTRY

Roebling Wire Aircraft Products are made
in Stainless Steel and High Carbon {Tinned

or Galvanized) Steel. They include: Aircraft

W'irei Aircraft Strand; Aircraft Cord {6xj,

7x7, 7x1^}; Ferrules and Thimbles; Serving

and Locking Wires; Control Strand and
Casing; Compressed FiningsforAttacbments »
Power and Lighting Cable » Welding Wire.

JOHN A. ROEBLINGS SONS COMPANY
TRENTON, N. J. Bramha in Principal Cilia

WHOSE WATCHWORD IS PROGRESS

i^noramas of New Grandeur via

I WESTERIV AIR EXPRESS

YELLOY/STONE NAT, PARK GRAND CANYON BOULDER DAM

WESTKllN AIR liXPRESS, now serving a great scenic

empire stretching from Canadian to Mexican borders, bids

you travel "the skyway to the nation's playgrounds.
"

Through clear vision sky windows of latest DOUGLAS
planes panoramas of new grandeur arc revealed while

cruising over Yellowstone, Bryce, Zion, Teton or Glacier

National Parks; Cedar Breaks, the Great Salt Lake, Boulder

Dam or the Grand Canyon.

Western Air Express .started with Douglas equipment, and

now, as the oldest airline intheU.S. under its original name,

again selects Douglas— the zenith of modern air transports.

IJOllGLAS AIRURAFT COMPANY, INC.

DOUGIAS CEDAR BREAKS

GO "DOUGLAS" WHEREVER YOU TRAVEL THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

I..WIIMINSTON-CATAUN* Al

CUROPEii
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ON SCHEDULE" air travel demands

dependable operation of navigation in-

struments and deicer equipment. To insure

reliability in the operation of instruments

and deicer equipment. Eclipse Air Pumps
have been developed. Eclipse Air Pumps

have ample capacity at engine cruising

speeds to assure full instrument sensitivity

and proper deicer overshoe operation. They

have proved their worth over and over again.

Detailed information on Eclipse Air Pumps

sent on request.

' -yy \

,

^

yf,. oi

ECLIPSE AVIATION CORPORATION
EAST ORANGE, NEW JERSEY

(Subsidiary of Bondi* Aviation Corporation)


